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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 1987, the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI)
undertook the Determinants of Unit Performance project to address fesearch qustions
whose deniu've resolution has been as elusive as they have been essenal to the Army’s
mission. Broadly stated, the project's objecb've was to assess how Army units can best

be manned, led, and Rained to man'mize their combat readiness. Within that broad

goal, the project sought to shed light on a variety of specic questiors’ that underlie

many of the core decisions made daily by Army leaders. These included:

o What level of resourcing is required to train units to perform to Army
standards?

How can unit training management be improved to man'mize combat
readiness?

How is unit personnel stability linked to readiness for combat?

-What is the nature and role of unit cohesion in determining unit combat
performance?

What leadership competencies are needed by Army leaders at different
echelons?

0 How does soldier capability affect unit performance?

These issues are not new, nor specic to the Army’s present circumstances. They are

instead questions that have always confronted military leaders. Based on historical

analysis and military experience, general answers can be readily supplied. More
resources are of course better than less; and higher levels of soldier ability, unit cohesion,
and leaders’ competence across the gamut of skills defining leadership can only help

unit combat readiness and performance. However, in an era of changing missions and

constrained resources, answers that do not account for the competing factors and

resource trade-offs inherent to the current unit environment provide little direct
guidance for preparing long range and mid-term plans, or day-to—day decisions. That
guidance must come from analyses of current data and information that jointly consider
the wide range of factors that influence unit preparation, operations and combat

effech'veness.

Data collected on unit performance at the National Training Center (N'I‘C) established
the means by which the Determinants project was able to overcome the major obstacle

to systemab'c research on these questions - rigorous and credible measures of unit

combat performance to serve as objective criteria for the "determinants" predictor

variables. Since the conditions of combat prohibit systematic data collection and the

requirements of research are not usually supportive of combat realism, research to link



unit garrison operaons to combat performance was not feasible prior to the availability
of NTC performance data. The high degree of realism possible at NTC and the quality
of the data collected there on unit combat operatiom enabled the Determinants project
to examine, as never before possible, how unit tactical performance is related to an
extensive range of unit factors and operations. By comparing unit NTC performance to
measures taken on unis in the period before their NTC rotation, the Determinans
project was able to identify what personnel and Uaining factors distinguished high
perforating units from others.

The next secb'om of this executive summary present the overall design of the project
including the types of data collected and the numbers of units and personnel involved.
The discussion of findings that follows the overview of data collection examines each of
the issues presented above. The discussion of h'aining management is focussed on the
applicab'on of the docu'inal trainingmanagement cycle ofFM 25-100 (Iraining the Force),
and on the application of the docb-inal Principles of Training found in the same
publication. This summary ends with conclusions and recommendau'ons.

PROJECT DESIGN

Table 1 summarizes the four phases and five methods of data collection applied to each
rotab‘on. Informah'on was gathered on each rotating battalion for approximately ten
months, starng six months before the rotah'on and ending three months after the
rotation.

The Baseline data collection occurred approximately six months prior to the NTC
rotation. It consisted of a week-long period of data collection that included:

° Interviews conducted with the Brigade Commander and the Battalion
Commanders assodated with the rotation and with members of the
brigade and battalion staffs as well as with both the Brigade and Battalion
Command Sergeants Major. Company Commanders and First Sergeanb'
were also interviewed. at this time.

Group Interviews to gather the perspectives of unit personnel and leaders.
Separate interview sessions were held with Platoon Leaders, Platoon
Sergeans, Squad Leaders/Tank Commanders, and Junior Enlisted
personnel.

Questionnaires administered to most personnel in the line companies in
each battalion.

Data extracted from unit and installation records regarding unit training
plans and personnel. ~
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Data Collection Topics, By Method and Phase
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The areas addressed through each data collection method are indicated in Table l. The
objective of these data collection efforts was to develop a picture of the unit in its
"steady state", before it had begun any intensive preparation for its NTC rotation.

Throughout the six month Train-up period between the Baseline data collection and the
unit’s NTC rotation, on‘-site data collectors gathered routine data from unit and
installation records about each unit's training plans and activities, use of resources, and
personnel changes. This information was used to measure how the units prepared
themselves for‘ their NTC exercises.



Shortly before the actual rotab'on to NTC, a second wave of surveys and interviews, the
Pre-Rotation data collection, was conducted. In its sampling and data collection
procedures, this effort was very similar to the Baseline data collecb'on. However, the
emphasis of the Pre-Rotation effort was on what had occurred during the train-ugperiod
and what had helped or hurt those efforts.

‘
-

During the Rotation to NTC, special rating forms were completed by the
Observers/Controllers. (OCs) to measure the units’ performance during each exercise.
The 0C rating forms that were used obtained unit mission performance data by
battlefield operating system (BOS) and battle phase (planning, preparing, and executing).
Data were also solicited on the degree of staff integrah'on during the exercise, as were
any comments the 0C5 might want to add to further explain the nature of the unit’s
performance.

Because of their high level of experience in evaluating unit N'I‘C performance (OCs on
the average participate in 3O unit rotations), 0C assessments constitute one of the best
sources of data on the performance of the studied units in their force-on-force and live
fire exercises. Rank orderings of brigade performance derived from the 0C ratings were
positively related to rank orderings of performance derived through the NTC Core
Instrumentation System (CIS), which relies heavily on the hits and kills registered by the
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MLES). The brigade that received the
highest OC rating and that which was given the lowest ran'ng had signicantly different
casualty exchange ratios (CH5), with CXR scores of .87 and .52, respectively.

Post-Rotation data collection included surveys and interviews conducted in the month
following a brigade's return to its Home Station. The surveys and interviews conducted
in this period were intended to assess the views of unit leaders and members on their
NTC performance and to solicit their judgements on what had aided or detracted from
their performance. Record data was extracted for three months after the rotation to track
what happened to units after their N'I'C experience.



PROJECT DATA

Complete data were collected from 7 brigades from 3 CONUS home Stations. Table 2
shows the composition of the sample by echelon and unit type. Altogether, about 2,700
soldiers are represented in the sample.

Table 2
Determinants Project Sample, by Echelon and Unit Type

Level of Analysis

Battalion Task Forces

Company Teams

Platoons

PROTECT FINDINGS

Issue l: The Relationship Between Resource Use and Unit Performance

One of the most fundamental decisions Army leaders face, particularly in mes of tight
resource constraints, concerns the allocation of resources for training. Expenditures in
other areas can often be linked to a tangible benefit important to unit readiness, such as
the relationship ofmaintenance costs to equipment readiness levels. Such expenditures
can therefore be more directly projected and defended. For training, the outcome of
resource investment, the individual and collective capabilities of unit personnel, is less
amenable to direct measurement. Its most credible measurement must instead come
from assessments of unit performance, such as those obtainable from exercises at NTC.
Because of the high degree of training realism and the quanb'ty and quality of
performance data available at NTC, the Determinants project provided an excellent
opportunity to examine how objective performance measures taken from units baining
at NTC are related to the amount of resources used by units when training at home
stations prior to their rotations.

The measure of unit levels of training activity and resource use employed for this
purpose was the number of vehicle miles expended during train-up. These data were
taken from records obtained from the Army Oi] Analysis Program (OAP) computerized
data base. By comparing mileage measures toNTC mission performance, it was possible



to evaluate whether the higher levels of training activity were related to a higher level

of performance as reected in combat mission training at NTC.

The relationship of resource use to
rformance was assessed at the bn'gade

level, of which there were seven in the
Determinants sample. A sample of this
size makes statish'cal tests of the
relationship sensih've only to very strong
effecs. Such strong effects were in fact
observed. Statistically significant
correlations were found between miles
driven intrain-up and performance on
force-on-force offensive missions (r = .68)
and on live-re defensive missions (r =
.80). These results replicate findings from
earlier ARI research (Hiller, McFann, and Figure 1 Miles Driven During Train-Up

Lehowicz, 1990) both in their direction By Most and Least Successful Brigades

and strength.

Looking at the performance of individual brigades, the linkage between resource use in

training and combat readings can be seen in the conb’ast between the most succasful
and least successful brigades. As shown in Figure l, the brigade that was most

successful in its force-on-force missions drove its tanks and Infantry Fighting Vehicles

almost twice as many miles during train-up than did the least successful brigade.

Issue 2: Training and Training Management

The Army’s plan for effective unit training is contained in FM 25-100. The overall

process for that Uaining is contained within the training management cycle, in which

units rst determine their training requirements by comparing their current capability

to the mission requirements described in their Mission Essential Task Lists (NEIL). On

the basis of that assessment, baining plans are developed and executed and the

effectiveness of the training is evaluated to guide the development of further Uaining

plans.

The optimal delivery of unit training is further described within FM 25-100 in accordance

with "principles of baining", of which five were examined in detail in this project:

0 Train in a Combined Arms and Services Team

Train as you fight



0 Use performance-oriented bain'mg

o Train to sustain prociency

0 Train to maintain.

The Determinants project showed that
unis that more fully implemented the
procedures stated in FM 25-100
performed better at NTC. Drawing on
the extensive data collected through
the surveys and interviews of unit
personnel, and the‘record data on unit
training plans and activies, each
rotau'on was scored on the degree to
which they mined in accordance with
the trainingmanagement cycle and the
principles of training. As shown in
Figure 2, units that more fully
implemented the training management
cycle had higher performance in their
force—on-force missions. Similarly, a
fuller application of the docu'inal
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principles of training was assodated with better performance at NTC (see Figure 3).

The Determinants project
produced a number of specific
findings about the ways in
which the more successful units This”.Wman-n
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Implementation of the Training Management Cycle

METL Development. Overall, the project results showed that W15 ere not typically
developed in accordance with FM 25-100 and only infrequently identifyMission Training
Plan (MTP) tasks. Analysis of the METLs that were developed by the studied units

revealed that in addition to some M'I'P tasks, W115 were likely to list only missions

and Battleeld Operating Systems (BOS). The latter two types of NETL entries are

problematic in that they do not allow the use of Army Training and Evaluation Outlines
('l‘ézEOs) to guide training assessment. Further, they do not support the development
of a training focus, the lack of which can lead the unit to trying to accomplish too many
objectives, and objectives that are too poorly defined. For example, the company-level

Army Training and Evaluation Plans (ARTEPs) held during the train-up of the least

successful brigadevfocussed on missions rather than tasks. It covered 3 missions
(encompassing a total of 47 tasks) in the course of the {our day exercise. In contrast, the
corresponding ARTEP held by the most successful brigade concentrated on only 12 tasks

(drawn from 4 missiors) over ll days.
Training Assessment. At the beginning of the data collection on each unit six months

before its rotab’on,_none of the units had a basis for assessing how well it could operate

as a task force in the type of cross-attached conguration to be used at NTC-(or
anywhere else). None had been to the eld recently as a brigade or task force and

turnover had greatly changed their composition, so that the most recent assessment

information data were of little direct relevance. Instead, the units established their

training status and plans for their train-up on the basis of lower-echelon training
evaluations.

During their train-ups, the units differed considerably in how much they capitalized on

assessments to remedy identified performance problems, and this difference was related
to their subsequent NTC performance. The most succssful brigade allowed a full
month between their company and task force ARTEPs to allow correction of identied
lower echelon deciendes before training at the task force level. In conUast to this, the

lowest performing brigade moved directly from a company ARTE? to a task force

ARTEP. The survey data collected from the brigades showed that the different emphasis

on addressing observed deficiencies extended throughout the training within the

brigades. In responding to a survey item asking how often their units were given a

chance to correct weaknesses noticed during training, the platoon leaders in the most

successful brigade reported a higher frequency than those from the lowest performing

brigade.

Planning. Training plans are based on the METL developed by the unit and the

training needs assessment it conducted. For example, because units often included

missions and BOS in their METLS, the training plans often had a mission-level, rather

than a task-level, focus. This led to an uneven emphasis across tasksdn which the



number of times a task is repeated in naming is not tied to the repetitions needed to

bring task performance to standard and sustain it at that level.

The implementah'on of unit training plans was often hampered by the imposition of late

or last minute taskings. Units from the installations sending higher performing task

forces reported that such distracters to training occurred much less frequently than the

rate reported in the division sending the lowest performing task forces (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Installation Differences in the Frequency That Last
Minute Taskings Interfered With Training

Training Execution. Much of the project’s research that examined the execution of unit

training centered on how that execution incorporated FM 25-100’5 "Principles of

Training." The spedc findings in this area are discussed below in the section

concerning those principles. As will be seen in these findings, there are several

characteristics of unit training execution that distinguished units that were successful at

NTC. The most successful units did not stand out from the others in any one area, but

in the fact that, acoss the board, their training was more in keeping with the Principles

of Training. This suggests that there is no one thing that a unit can do that will by itself
guarantee the effectiveness of its training. instead, a disciplined application of the

principles is necessary to ensure the successful preparation of the unit for combat.

Evaluaon. Because units do not typically dene their METL in terms of MTP tasks,

and as a consequence can not apply T&EOs to assessing their mission readiness, wide

differences were found in the evaluation standards used from division to division and

over b'me. This not only hampers the systematic application of the trainingmanagement
‘

cycle, but also-is an obstacle to the establishment and use of "training gates" to determine

9



whether unis have mastered basic tasls before moving to the next, more complex,
traming objective.

Application of the Principles of Training

As was shown in Figure 3, the brigades that displayed the highest prociency at NTC
were those whose training was more completely in accordance with FM 25-1 00’s
Prindples of Training. The data collected in the Determinants project allowed an
analysis of training related to five of the principles described in FM 25-100. The ndings
pertaining to these prindples are described in the following sections.

Train as a Combined Arms and Services Team. By training in the full congurations
that they would use in combat, unis are able to establish and train on the command and
control procedures that would be essential to combat success. At least two sets of resulB
from the Determinants project highlight the importance of reinforcing units' command
and control capabilities through training.

First, the project results showed that units that were successful at NTC tended to cross-
attach more completely and‘earlier in their Uain-ups. The highest performing brigade,
for example, cross—attached companies and platoons from the two battalions rotating to
NTC four months before its rotation. This cross~attachment included garrison as well
as eld activities and extended to moving vehicle and platoon equipment to the
appropriate motor pools. The brigade showing the poorest NTC performance, on the
other hand, cross-attached companies only three months prior to their rotation. One of
its task forces did not cross-attach platoons to form combined arm teams until
immediately before its rotation to the NTC. The level of its cross-attachment was also
much less complete than that seen in more successful brigades.

A second line of analysis revealed the importance of training for battle staff integration
to tacb'cal performance. Rangs of staff integraon (such as effective sharing of
information during mission performance) were strongly correlated toOC ratings ofNTC
mission success. Establishing and haining with a Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
appear to underlie the quality of battle staff integration, as seen in successful task forces.
The ratings of battalion staff members of the degree to which they had trained with an
established SOP were highly correlated with 0C ratings of mission success (r=.71).
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Figure 5 displays the level of
terrain restrictions found at each
of the three studied installations
with respect to the requirements
of different types of baining. As indicated, the installation sending Rotations "E" and
"",I among the lowest perforating rotations, had terrain restrictions that severely
constrained the type of training that could be performed. On the other hand, the

'

installation sending Rotab’ons "D" and "I", among the highest performing rotations, had
training areas and ranges that were far more supporh‘ve of realish'c training in doctrinal
formations.

Figure 5 Installation Training Area and Range
Restricb'ons For Studied Rotations

Use Performance'Oriented Training. This principle holds that, even when it is not
possible for a unit to get to the field, training should provide the highest level of realism
that is possible. This is bat accomplished by including the use of Uaining simulators
and devices in the unit training strategy in order to provide "hands-on" training in
combat tasks.

The Determinants project results highlighted the potential value of one such simulator
- the M1 Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOFI') - though the results suggest that hog;
the UCOFI' is used is as important as how much it is employed in Uaining. Analyses
that compared UCOFT scores attained at home station to gunnery scores at NTC showed
that these measures were related, but not in a straightforward way. Specifically, the
results suggest that training at lower recle aim levels (firing on a stationary target from
a stationary vehicle) benets defensive gunnery and the value of that training continues
at higher reticle aim levels (moving targeb and vehicle). On the other hand, UCOFT
scores at lower reticle aim levels are negab’vely related to NTC offensive gunnery,
suggesting that intensive haining at that level may actually hurt NTC performance in
those tasks. At higher reticle aim levels, that relationship reverses, suggesting that
offensive gunnery is aided by UCOFT training at those levels. Taken together, these

> results indicate the importance of providing UCOFT training across the ra'nge of reticle

ll



aim levels, a prach‘ce that is hampered by the need to requalify crews at lower reb'cle
aims whenever there is turnover in a TC/gunner pair.

Train to Maintain. The importance of
home stab‘on maintenance training can be
seen in the performance of two brigades
examined in the Determinants project. In
their preparation for their rotau'ons, and
in the rotab'ons themselves, the brigades
treated equipment draw in the NTC "dust
bowl" as a key task. Extended equipment
draw procedures were established and
implemented at NTC that resulted in
higher operational readiness rates for
their vehicles, particularly in the later
missions in their rotations (see Figure 6).
By the last mission, the brigades using the
extended draw procedures had nearly 14
percent more operational vehicles than
units using regular procedures. All {our
of the task forces in the two rotations were successful, compared to only two of the other
ten task forces.
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Figure 6 Operational Readiness Rates
For Rotations Using Extended & Regular
Equipment Draw Procedures

Train to Sustain Proficiency. Once individuals and units have attained appropriate
degrees of proficiency, they must be provided with opportunities to pracb’ce skills and
tasls to sustain that level of performance. The most striking results concern the one
brigade that had two rotations during the course of the project. In Rotation A, this
brigade performed successfully on three of its force-on-force missions. In Rotation G,
it only performed successfully on one. Home station preparation for Rotation G was
hampered by a severe shortage of baining resources. Comparing the vehicle mileage
for the two rotations revealed that the brigade drove 4O percent more miles on their M15
in preparation for Rotation A than they did in preparation for Rotab'on G. For M25 the
preparah'on for Rotation A recorded 200 percent more miles than did preparation for
Rotation G.

Issue 3: Personnel Stabilig

Units varied considerably in their ability to stabilize personnel for four months prior to
NTC. The most effecn've brigade participating in this project was able to stabilize 85
percent or more of the ofcers and NCOs for four months prior to NTC. None of the
other brigades were able to stabilize personnel to this extent.

. Turbulence affected stability, over-and-above turnover, at echelons below
company/team. For example, tank commanders had typically been in the same battalion
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and company for more than 15 months, while they were in their NTC platoon for only
8 months. .

After their NTC rotations, units invariably experience personnel turnover, particularly
among ofcers. Some units were observed to have lost just under half of their officers,
or NCOs, or enlisted personnel in the {our months after NTC. COHORT units were able
to retain higher percentages of their enlisted personnel than other units. No unit
maintained stability in all three groups of personnel. Together with other factors, such
high levels of post-rotation turnover are a major impediment to applying lessons learned
at NTC to the improvement of a given unit’s readiness, although other units may benet
by receiving soldiers and leaders trained at the NTC.

Issue 4:‘ Unit Cohesion

The quality of a brigade's training is related to the level of cohesion within its platoons.
The brigades that were observed to have well-paced and adequately resourced training
also had the highest levels of measured cohesion going into their rotatiom. These
variations were reected most shongly in measures concerning whether the organizah'on
is treating the soldiers well, both personally and professionally. COHORT and non-
COHORT platoons had similar levels ofmeasured cohesion. Armor platoons had higher
levels ofmeasured cohesion than mechanized infantry platoons. Platoon-level cohesion
was not related to the 0C rangs of platoon cohesion or performance at NTC.

Issue 5: Leadership Competencies Needed Bv Arrnv Leaders

One component of the Determinants project was to assess the relative importance of nine
leadership "competencies" identified in FM 22-100 as encompassing the leadership
requirements for Army leaders. These competencies included: Communication,
Planning, Decision Making, Supervision, Management Technology, Professional Ethics,
Technical and Tactical Proficiency, Soldier-Team Development, and
Teaching/Counseling. To determine how important each competency was for each
leader position, leaders in the studied units were rated on these competencies by their
immediate superiors and subordinates immediately prior to and following their unit’s
rotaon. In addition, the individuals completing the ratings were asked to indicate the
importance of each competency to the position occupied by the leader being rated.

The competencies that were seen as being most important for NCOs were:
Communication, Supervision, and Technical/Tactical Proficiency. For officers,
Communication, DecisionMaking, and Technical/Tacb'cal Proficiency were seen asmost
important. Focussing on these competencies, the ratings each leader received were then
compared to the performance of his unit at NTC to determine the relationship of°the
competencies to unit performance.

b
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Across the positions of task force commander, company commander, platoon leader, and

platoon sergeant, positive relationships were observed between the positions' most

important competencies and measures of unit performance in different mission types.

For the platoon leader and company commander positions, the statistically signicant

relationships between leadership competencies and unit performance were found-for the

most part among live re missions, while for the task force commander posih’on, the

significant relationships were concentrated in force-on—force defensive missions.

Issue 6: Soldier Capability

The final major issue considered in the Determinants project examined the value of

soldier‘ability to unit performance. At present, the Army enjoys very high levels of

aptitude among is recruits. This, however, has not always been the case and

undoubtedly it will not always be true in the future. In its efforts to plan for varying
ability levels among its personnel, and for defending the higher costs associated with
recruin'ng higher ability individuals, the Army has inevitably confronted the quesh'on

of whether and to what degree higher individual ability among soldiers translates into

higher unit capability.

The research results indicated that the
level of soldier cognitive ability found in °-35 r g:::::z
a unit is related to the unit’s performance 0.30

in force—on-force missions. As shown in .3 025
Figure 7, that relationship is only found f 02°
however, among inexperienced units,

g

‘

those in which the less capable soldiers m 9‘5

have not yet had the time to master their § 0.1

job tasks. After about 20 months of E 0.05

service the cognitive ability of service
members ceases to be related to °'°°

rformance.- To a degree then, units' - croutons.

ability levels and experience levels are
somewhat interchangeable - one can be Figure 7 PlatoonNTC Performanceasa
used as a replacement for the other. If, Function of SM Ability and Experience

for example, the Army’s downsizing was
to result in less eld training time or shorter initial enlistments, the aptitude levels of

Army recruits may become even more important for training and resultant combat

readiness.

Within the inexperienced units, the relationship between cognitive ability and unit

performance appears to be due to the percentage of unit members who are in the lower

ability ranges (Mental Categories SB and 4). A higher concentration of lower ability

service members was linked to lower platoon performance. This result suggests that, in
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combat arms units at least, redudng the number of lowest ability soldiers can improve
unit performance more than increasing the number of soldiers ,at the highest ability
levels.

CONCLUSIONS

The intensive analysis of the units studied in the Determinants project has yielded a
wide range of ndings on the challenges units face in establishing and maintaining their
combat readiness and the strengths they bring to those challenges. Since some quesh'ons
could not be fully explored, even with the great amount of data collected in the project,
some of the project findings will require further elaboration and validation in the
continuing research effors 'I'RADOC and ARI are undertaldng in this area. Most of the
areas explored in the research, however, point rather denitively to ways in which units
can best prepare themselves for their wartime missions. Some of the key
recommendations that can be made for optimal home stah'on h-aining include:

0 Emphasize combined arms tasks in classroom and field training.

o Emme' that a battle task focus is estabnshed in uni: training plans,
parmlarly by basing unit MEI'L on explidtly idened MTP tasls.

0 Ensure that taining schedules and the pace of training consider skill decay
and sustainment.

0 Ensure that training emphasizes the integration of the battle staff and the
use of a battle staff SOP.

0 Ensure that garrison management problems do not interfere with the
availability of training time and resources (such a lvLES).

0 Establish standards of skill attainment for all tasks.

0 Emphasize that equipment draw is an ssenb'al part of the realism of the
training experience.

0 Consider the ability and experience of platoon personnel in the planning
and conduct of baining.

0 Stabilize gun aews (minimize turbulence) to facilitate achievement and
sustainment of mastery level skills.
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Chapter 1 : -

Overview ot the Project and this Report -

This chapter presens a brief overview of the project, Home Station Determinants of UnitPerformance at the National Training Center {ETC}, discusses the performance of unisat NTC, and outlines the contens of this nal report. The rst sech‘on considers theorigins of the project and guidance that shaped the conduct of the project. It includesbasic information about the units that pardpated and the sources of informah'oncollected about those unis. The second section profiles the performance of those unisat NTC. The third section guides the reader through the contents of the remainingchapters.

Home Station Determinans of Unit Performance at NTC: Proiect Overview
The NTC Brochure (undated, published by NTC) says the mission Of the NTC is to:

0 Provide tough, realistic combined arms . . . training in accordance with airland battle doctrine . . . .

0 Provide a data source for baining, docn'ine, organization and equipmentimpro '°ment.

NTC is uniquely suited to perform this two-part mission. Tough and realisc trainingis provided by having the division to be trained (BLUFOR) ght against a resident, full- ‘
time opposing force (OPFOR) that trains year-round in enemy tactics. Rules ofengagement at NTC require the BLUFOR to exerdse all the battlefield operating systemsunder realistic pressures of me on a doctrinally sized terrain.‘

Specially trained Observer/Controllers (0C5) enforce the rules of engagement andmonitor the safety of the battlefield. In addition, they provide the rst level of feedbackto the visiting unit about is performance, highlighting those areas where home stationtraining appears to have been defident. This feedback is in the form of After AconReviews (AARs) and the Take Home Package (TI-P), which units study after their returnto home station.

The Center for Army Lessons [earned (CALL) has responsibility for collectinginformation from NTC and the other Combat Training Centers and drawing inferencesabout the need to change doctrine, organizah'on, u'aining, materiel and leadership(DOTML). CALL has tasked the Army Research Institute (ARI) to maintain the CombatTraining Center Archive and to assist with the design of systems to measure unitperformance in order to-build the base for drawing inferences about the effecs ofDOTML factors on performance. Performance data in the Archive include data from the
. instrumented battleeld as well as the videotaped AARs and the TI-P for each rotation.

‘ melanin-eaormtisaboutequaimmemteornhodelsund,ormecounuyorLuxmbmg.——



The overall purpose of the project Home Station Determinans of Unit Performance atNE was to determine the requiremens to achieve and sustain unit combat readiness.
This project was the first attempt to gather data concerning a wide variety of DOTML-
related issues from the same unis and to relate that information systemacally to
measures of performance at NTC. The scope of the project was framed by six key issues
identified by the project’s General Officer Advisory Group:

0
p

What level of resourcing is required to u'ain unis to perform to Army
standards as measured by performance at the NTC?

0 How may unit training management effectiveness be improved?

e » What amount of personnel stability is required and how long is stability '

necessary at different echelons to ensure that unis meet Army standards
as measured by performance at the NTC?

0 What level of cohesion is needed between enlisted persons, NCOs, and
officers for the unit to perform to Army standards as measured by
performance at NTC?

0 What are the critical combat leadership am'ibutes as measured at NTC, and
how can they be developed at Home Station?

0 What level and mix of soldier and NCO quality contribute to effective NTC '

performance?

Technical Approach

The general approach was to gather informaon about home station Uaining, Uaining
management, cohesion, leadership, personnel background characteristis and stability,
and then to relate this information to the performance of unis at the NTC. The logic of
this approach is that units that perform well at NTC should be considered to be more
combat ready than those that perform less well. It is assumed that characteriss of the
personnel and the baining that are related to NTC performance are, therefore, related
to combat readiness. By extension, if home station training programs that reflect Army
guidance are assodated with successful unis, then that guidance is conrmed and
efform can be directed at clarifying the guidance and fadlitating is implementation. It
was anticipated that data from the project could also be used determine spedfic areas
of weakness in the implementau'on of the guidance that could be the focus of
developmental efforts in the future.



Studv Samgle

The sample that is the basis for this report consists of seven brigade-sized rotatigns from
three armor and mechanized infantry divisions. These rotaons s'panned two fiscal
years. The seven brigades included:

9 Armor Bn/TFs (eight distinct unis, one appeared in two rotau’ons)
5 Mech-Infantry Bn/TFs

34 Armor Company Teams
22 Mech-Infantry Company Teams

99 Armor Platoons
69 Mach-Infantry Platoons

To honor ARI’s commitment not to idenfy the partidpating units, project staff gave the
rotations letter codes A, C, D, E, C, 1,] in chronological order.’ Rotations C, D and E
occurred within three months during one scal year. Rotau'ons G, I and I occurred
within 5 months of each other in the next fiscal year. One division sent rotah’ons A, Cand C. Another sent D and J. Rotations E and I came from a third division. RotationsA and C involved the same brigade. One battalion in Rotation A also participated inRotation G. The figures above reveal that the composin'on of the brigades and task
forces was not always balanced between armor and mechanized infant'y combat
systems. Appendix A provides more detail on the unit composition of these rotations.

Data Sources: Home Station

The project used several sources of data about Home Stau'on training, Uaining
management, leadership and personnel characteristis. Surveys were an important
source of information about the perceptions of personnel regarding their leadership,training and the level of proficiency attained by their unit. Surveys were given within
the month prior to each rotaon, and again within a month after the brigade returned
to is home stau‘on. Table 1-1 shows the numbers of surveys given at several different
echelons. There are two reasons for the number of post-NTC surveys to be lower than
the number prior to NTC:

b

2 The ’missingf letta's refer to otha' dah milech'on acvis thatwee conducted during the coursed re
study (e.g. rotations involving National Guard round-ans) that wee not studied as intaisively.
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Table 1-1: Survey responses received.

Number of Surveys Obtained
Echelon Pre-Rotation Post-Rouon

Squad /Crew Member 1960
>

1720
.Squad Leader/ Tank Commander 338 321

Platoon Sergeant 151 127

lst Sergeant 50 .. 51

Platoon Leader 154 150

Company Commander 53 ‘
52

Battalion Staff (Sl, $2, S3, S4, XO) 59 S4

Battalion Commander 12 12

0 Personnel left the home station between tn; surveys (no attempt was made
to track personnel to new assignmenm),

0 Personnel were unavailable at the me of the post-NTC survey
(particularly those that were cross°attached from units not organic to the
rotating battalions).

Interviews were conducted with each brigade commander and $3 and with each
battalion commander and S3 before and after their rotation. Interviews were also
conducted with the division GS approximately six months prior to the Rotau'on. These
interviews were a major source of informaon about the management of training
presented in Chapter 2.

Group interviews were also conducted before and after each rotation. These interviews
were a means to identify strengths and weaknesses of the Raining programs in a format
less structured than a survey. Separate group interview sessions were held with:
Company commanders, platoon leaders,‘ platoon sergeans, squad leaders and tank
commanders, and enlisted members.

Data from SIDPERS files was ext-acted on a rouu'ne basis (from two of the three
divisions) and provides informau'on about the smbility of personnel- reported in
Chapter 4. Data on AFQT .(Armed Forces Qualification Test) and SQT (Skill
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Qualican'on Test) scores were exuacted from the Enlisted Master File and matched to
the survey records. These data form the basis of the analyses in Chapter 7.

Data obtained from each division also included c0pies of many documenB—that are
routinely produced in the course of planning and executing a o'aining program. Master
Training Calendars were obtained from each division, as well as quarterly updates.
Materials from the Quarterly Training Briefings were also obtained. Data were extracted
from weekly training calendars published by each company. In addion, selected
personnel Were debriefed aftermany of the major n'aining evens at each division. These
data, along with information in the individual interviews discussed earlier were
compiled into a portrait of the training events/activities that each task force engaged in
during the six months prior to their rotation. Appendix A shows these training
programs in graphic form. .

Information on the use of training resources and fadlies was obtained from offices on
each post. Ammunition expenditures, mileage driven, and information about the use
of simulations and simulators was gathered. In addition, data on mileage driven was
obtained from the Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP) conducted by the US Army
Materiel Command. Data on the use of ranges and training areas was u'sed to confirm
the training schedule information. These reports on the use of resources and fadlities
contributed to the deso'iptions of home station taining that wen. °ubsequently related
to performance at NTC. These resuls are presented in Chapter 3.

Data Sources: NTC

Observer/Controllers at NTC rated the performance of platoons, company/teams and
battalion task forces on each mission they performed. Ratings at all levels included an
overall evaluation of whether or not the mission was performed successfully. The
ratings of battalion task forces and company/team rau'ngs also included rangs of the
adequacy of performance of each Battleeld Operang System (BOS), within each of the
phases (planning, preparation, execution). The battalion task force ratings also included
ten questions about battle staff integrah'on. Platoons were rated on a series of tasls
within each phase of battle. The tasks used for offensive missions were somewhat
different from the tasks used for defensive missions. The performance of unis at NTC,
as rated by the OCs, is presented in the next secon of this chapter.

Unit Performance at NTC

Overall grformance. Table 1-2 shows the number of units rated by the 0C5 at each
echelon, and gives the percentage of missions that were rated as_ successfully



accomplished? Each rotation had four or five force-on-force offenses and one or two
force-on-force defenses. There were usually two live-re defenses and only one live-fire
offense. Different teams ofOCs rate force-on-force and live-fire. Live-fire missions were
rated as performed successfully more often than force-on—force missions. ——

.Table 1-2: Numbers of unis rated by OCs and percent success.

Percentage of Missions Rated
as Successfully Accomplished

~

Number of
Echelon Rated Units Rated Force-on-Force Live-Fire

Task Force l4 17% 53%

Company /Team 56 18% 45%

Platoon 168 27% 47%

0

Table 1-3 shows a clear relationship bet—ween performance at the Task-Force level and
performance at the Company-Team level. Table 1-4 shows a similar relau'onship
between success at the company-team level and the success of the subordinate platoons.

Table 1-3: Relationship between performance of company/teams and task forces.

Percentage of Task Forces Rated Successful

Number of Company/Teams in Force-on-Force Live-Fire
the Task Force Rated Successful (N = 79 missions) (N = 35 missions)

0 or 1 2% 27%

2 73% 46%

3 or 4
'

100%
'

89%

b

3 In Table 1-2 (and throughout this diapta'), Company-Teams are limited to armor and mech-infanu'y
units (and-armor companies and platoons are not included). Scout and morur platoons also are not induded.
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Table 1-4: Relationship between performance of company/teams and platoons.

Percentage of Company/Teams Rated
Successful

Number of Platoons in the Force-on-Force Live-Fire
Company/Team Rated Successful (N = 258 missions) (N = 148 missions)

o 3% 12%

1 18% 33%

2 50% 61%

3 58% 96%

Performance by Rotation: Most of the Table 1-5: Force-on-Force performance,
presentations in the following chapters by rotation.
concentrate on the performance of task-forces
in force-on-force missions. Table 1-5 shows _, —.~-. . ~~ . R. . . .-/ Dmswn: “‘x umthat there was consxderable variation, by / sum.rotation, in the number ofmissions that were x Y Z (porceompor‘c‘é)
judged successful at NTC, and that
overall level of performance was low (there
were 12 force-on-force missions for ea' A
rotatio'ni. It is difficult to state an expectation C Ifor performance at this level. The opposing
force at NTC (the OPFOR) is very highly G E
trained and does not have to play by all of 1

the same rules of engagement as the rotating=\ Letter enm‘s are Rotation Codes. ,x’

brigade (e.g. they do not have to conduct ‘-=\ /casualty evacuation or ammuniu’on resupply \\ /’
to the same degree of realism). Consequently, it ay be that a brigade that can suc’ceed
on half of its missions would be considered an ove all success. Rotation D carne close
to meeu’ng this expectation. \ /

/

I;/\\\N~//
The OC ratings of task force performance on force-on-force missions were compared to
another measure of performance, the casualty-exchange-mtio (CHI), which was derived
from the performance records stored in the Archive. There were 14 force—on—force
missions rated as successful by the OCs and these had an average CXR of .94. Sixty-
eight other force-on-force missions were rated as unsuccessful‘ and they had an average
CXR of .69. This difference was stastically significant (p = .03), indicating that these
two measures of performance are related. It is not possible to derive cm measures for
unis smaller than a task force using the insh'umentaon available at NTC at the time

‘ One addih'onal mission was not rated by the 0C5. and a CXR score could not be computed for anotha'.
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of this project. Consequently, it was decided to use the 0C ratings of performance atall levels in the analyses presented in subsequent chapters of this report.

To show more about the performance of each TASK FORCErota tron, ’star’ dlagrams are used to represent
the performance of each echelon of each task
force. At each echelon (platoon,
company/team, task force) the proportion of
successful missions was calculated for each
task force. The star diagrams show the pLA-roon MPANYrelative strength of each task force at each
echelon. Figure 1-1 gives the legend for each
star: the length of the vertical ’ray’ in each Figure 1-1, performance Imp legendcircle is proportional to the relative rate of

.

success at the task force level; the length of
the ray at "4 o’clock" is proportional to the relative rate of success at the company/teamlevel; and the length of the ray at "8 o’clock" is proportional to the relative rate ofsuccess at the platoon level. Bigger triangles mean relatively more success at all levels.Spikes indicate relatively more success at only one level. A dot indicates relatively littlesuccess at any level. When any point of a star reaches the edge of the circle, it does notindicate perfect performance, it only indicates that the unit was at least as successful atthat echelon as any other unit.

Figures 1-2 through 1-4 show the relative performance of the task forces, by type of '

mission.‘ Each figure contains seven pairs of circles, arranged in columns. Each pairshows the performance of the two task forces in a rotation: The top circle is the Armortask force; the bottom circle is the Mech-Infantry task force (in the case of Rotations Eand G these were also armor task forces). The order of the pairs from left to n'ght is indescending order of overall performance as presented in Table 1-5. Some examples willhelp to explain the gures: In live-fire defensive missions (Figure 1-2), the armor taskforce of Rotation D had relan'vely less success at platoon level, but was as successful asthe best of the others at the task force level (generau'ng a spike). In force-on-foroeoffensive missions (Figure 1-3), the armor task force of Rotation A was as successful ormore successful than the others at all levels. Both task forces of Rotaon D had thesame rate of success at the task force level as the Armor Task Force from Rotaon A,although they were not as successful at the other levels. In force-on-force defense(Figure 1-4), the armor task force of Rotaon D was relatively successful at all levels.The mechanized infantry task force of Rotation I was not successful on any missions atthe task force level (no vercal ray in any diagram).

5 The O/Cs did not rate 3 ask forces on paformanoe of live-re offaisive missions, and these omissionsdistort the 'smrs’. Performance on these missions is not diayammed.
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Figure 1-2: Star Display for Live-Fire Defensive Missions

lAll ‘OIC!

Rotan'on: D A J C E G I

Figure 1-3: Star Display for Force-on-Force Offensive Missions
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Figure 1-4: Star Display for Force-on—Force Defensive Missions

Figures 1-3 and 1-4 clearly show a tendency for performance at all levels to decline from
left to right. This accords with the information in Table 1-5 about performance at the
task force level and the information in Tables 1-3 and 1-4 about the relau'onship of

_‘ performance at lower echelons to that at higher echelons. Figure 1-2 shows a similar
tendency, with the exoepon that the decline would be more obvious if the positions of
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Rotations A and E were exchanged. This means that performance in live-fire is notperfectly related to performance in force-on-force.

In addition to rating overall performance, the OCs also rated task forces on theperformance of each battlefield operating system (BOS) in each phase of the battle:Planning, Preparation and Execution. These ratings were on a three~point scale:

Code Response

1 Inadequate

2 Borderline

3 . Adequate

Figure 1-5 shows the performance on each BOS using task-force ratings aggregatedacross force-on-force missions (foreground) and live-fire missions (background).Figure 1-6 presents the same information for company/teams. The figures are organizedso that the BOS appear in order (from left to right) of overall su'ength as rated at thetask force level. The rated BOS were: Air Defense (AD), Intelligence (InNTEL), CombatService Support (CSS), Fire Support (PS), Mobility COuntermobility and Surviveability(MCS), Maneuver (MN), and Command and Control (C2). In both figures it is clear thatthe ratings of BOS performance are higher in live fire than in force-on-force. The onlyexception is Air Defense ratings of company/teams.

The company/team OCs gave lower rau'ngs overall than did the task force OCs. Thetask force OCs considered Maneuver and Command and Control to be relaveweaknesses compared to the other BOSS. The company/team OCs rated Maneuver andCommand and Control more highly compared to the other BOSS. Both ses of OCstended to agree that INTEL and CSS were relative strengths, while Mobility, Counter-Mobility and Survivability (MCS) was a relative weakness.



n um css is Its m
H '
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Figuxe 1-5: BOS ratings at task force Figure 1-6: BOS performance atlevel. ‘
~

"

company/team level.

At the platoon level, the 0C5 rated a series of discrete tasks, organized by phase ofbattle‘. The platoon OCs also used the three-point scale described above. Althoughmost tasks applied to any mission, some tasks were unique to offensive missions, whileothers were unique to defensive missions. Table 1-6 lisb the tasks and gives the overallrating of performance.

Generally speaking, the tasks common to both offense and defense were rated mosthighly. Tasls unique to offense were rated more highly than tasks unique to defense.The only defensive task rated higher than 'borderline’ was Detect/Report Enemy Early.

6 Platoon-level 0C5 did not rate ask performance during Rohu‘on A. Dam are for arma- andmechanized infanuy platoons in the othe- ronu'ons.
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Table 1-6: Overall ratings of task performance by platoons.

Mean SD Task

TASKS COMMON TO OFFWSE AND DEFWSE

Planning Tasks
231 .69 Issue Warning Order
1m .72 Make Tentan've Plan (METT-D
2.04 .n ID Spedc/Implied Task
1.97 .n Review SOPs
2.14 .74 FCC/PC!
2.22 .73 Logstic
2.04 .69 Make Dedsions/Complete Plan
2.14 .75 IssueOrda/anhia
1.98 .72 Supa'vise/Rene

Preparation Tasks
2.05 .78 Local Security(Conu'nuously)
2.14 .73 PCC/PCl
2.28 .72 Maintenance (Veh ans NBC Comma

Individual)
227 .W Prep Fire (Bot-sight Zero Ts: re

Vaify)
224 .70 Logsus
2m .68 Coordinauon
1.76 . Rdneals'als
189 .71 Briefbadt/Supervise
13‘" .69 Raine/Complete Plan

Exemu'on Tasks
2.13 .74 Intel Update
2.04 .75 Command and Conuol
1.96 .76 Drills
2.04 .74 Gunnery Tedmlqus
2.10 .75 Consolidation
2.13 .74 Reorpnizah'on (Legals)

Mean SD Task

TASKS UNIQUE TO OFF-leSIVE MISSIONS

Preparation Task
183 .76 Racon/Necasary Movmail

Execuu'on Tasks
2.41 .71 Inin'al Movemml
2.14 .77 Return Fire
2.12 .77 Contact Report
1.92 .76 Develop Situation (Fire and Move)
Z11 .73 Spot/Situau’on Report
2m .75 Latml Communiau'ons

TASKS UNIQUE TO DWSIVE'MISSIONS

Planning Task
1.99 .74 Enmty Vantage
1.90 .79 red-re Plan
1.73 .W Indirect-re Plan

Preparau'on Tasls
1.95 .79 Sketch Range Cards/Flt Fire Plan
1.87 .79 Construct Fighn‘ng Positions

Execuu'on Tasks
221 .79 Detect/Report Enmy Early
1.80 .76 Execute Fire Plan
1.76 .75 Engagmatt/Dsatgagment Crita'Ia
1.70 .74 Reposih'on/Countaattack

The relative stengths (ratings above
2.20) were:

Issue Warning Order
Logistics (Planning and
Preparation Phases)
Maintenance
Preparaon to Fire
Initial Movement (Offense)
Detect/Report Enemy Early
(Defense)

The relative weakness (rangs less than
1.80) were:

Rehearsals
Indirect Fire Plan (Defense)
Engagement/Disengagement
Criteria (Defense)
Reposition/Counterattack
(Defense)



Figure 1-7 shows the average ratings of performance by platoons on tasks common to
offense and defense, tasks unique to offensive missions and tasls unique to defensive
missions during force-on-force engagements, while Figure 1-8 shows the same
information derived from live-fire engagemens. Again, there is a tendency for therau'ngs of performance to be higher on live-re missions than on force-on-forcemissions.
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Figure 1-7: Task performance by Figure 1-8: Task performance byplatoons during force-on-force missions. platoons during live-fire missions.

For force-on-force missions, there seems to be a clear pattern of decline from the highestperforming rotaon to the lowest. To show more about the performance of eachrotation, ’star’ diagrams are used in Figure 1-9 to represent the performance of platoonson each type of task. The verh'cal ’ray’ shows the relative performance on the taskscommon to both offense and defense, while the ray at four o’clock shows the relative
performance on tasks unique to offense and the ray at eight o’clock shows the relave
performance on tasks unique to defense.
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Figure 1-9: Platoon-level task performance, by rotaon.

_"l'he top row of Figure 1-9 shows performance on force-on-force missions, while the
bottom row shows performance on live-re missions. Each column represens one
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rotation, as labeled in the figure. The rotations are ordered from left to right in
descending order of performance at the task force level, as shown in Table 1-5. The
figure clearly shows that the performance of tasks by platoons on force-on-force missions
is related to the level of performance of the task force. The stars become progressively
smaller as one moves from left to right, indicating declining relative stength of
performance of the tasks.

The bottom row of triangles is larger because platoons tended to be more highly rated
on the performance of these tasks in live-fire missions. The ordering by size does not
correspond to the ordering by task force performance on force-on-force missions,
indicating that performance of these tasle tends to vary by type of mission. However,
the ordering does not correspond exactly to the ordering of task forces on live-fire
missions either. Rotation D had ve successful missions (out of six), making it the most ~

successful rotation in live-re. Rotations E and G were more successful at the task force
level than Rotations J and C. Rotation A and Rotation I were at the bottom.

The subsequent chapters present the resuls of analyses relating home station conditions
and training practices to the performance scores described above. The resuls of these
analyses provides .innformation on how training conducted at home station affecs
performance at NTC, and validates that the Army Principles of Training provides sound
guidance for training, if follo~.~'o.d.

Overview of the Report

Iniu'ally, the report was oriented to responding to the issues as they were presented
earlier. However, project staff came to recognize that Army guidance in FM 25-100,
Training the Force, concerning the management of training and the application of nine
Principles of Training would provide a useful frame of reference for presenu'ng the
resulm concerning the first two issues (the application of resources and the improvement
of Uaining management) to military audiences.

FM 25-100 separates the management of training from the training itself. This report
continues this distinction: Chapter 2 presents ndings about the applicau'on of the
training management cycle and examines the processes that led to the training that was
delivered. Chapter 3 focuses on the training that was provided and uses the Prindples
of Training as a framework to judge the quality of that training.

Chapter 4 deals with the stability of personnel during the training leading up to NTC,
as well as after the rotation was completed. The focus in this chapter is on the
percentage of authorized positions at various echelon levels that were filled during the
training period prior toNTC, and on what proporon of the authorized positions at the

f time of NTC were filled with personnelwho had partidpated in significant porons of
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the training. This chapter also addresses the question of how rapidly units lose thosetrained personnel after NTC.

Chapter 5 deals with the relationship of small unit cohesion to performance atNTC. Thefocus here is on relating the degree of bonding soldiers reported to their platoon and itsleaders to the performance of units at NTC.

Chapter 6 considers the relationship of combat leadership attributes to performance atNTC. The framework of leadership competencies developed by the Center for ArmyLeadership is used to examine how leadership relates to performance at NTC.
Chapter 7 examines the relationship of personnel quality to performance of platoon-sizedunits at NTC. The performance of platoons is related to the average AFQT and lengthof service of the enlisted members, as well as to characteristics of NCOs and platoonleaders.

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and conclusions derived from the project.

Volume ll describes the data collection methodology in greater detail.

The quantity of acronyms and abbreviations used to name Army equipment, offices,management systems, etc., has necessitated the inclusion of an extensive list of acronymsand abbreviations as Appendix E of this Volume.



Chapter 2:

Application of the FM 25-100 Training Management Cycle in
Armor and Mechanized infantry Units
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Introduction to the Chapter

This chapter presents the ndings of the Determinants ofUnit Performance with regard
to training management, drawing upon a large quantity and variety of data collected
through surveys of unit personnel, extracts of unit schedules and records, and individual
and group interviews with unit personnel and leaders. To the degree allowed by the
data, the examination of training management will be founded on quantied data to
allow for relatively precise comparisons aaoss units, particularly with regard to units
achieving differing levels of performance at NTC. However, in recognition of the high
level of complexity and change that characterizes the unit training environment, the
interpretation of analytic results and the description of the units’ training practices will
rely heavily upon the words of the unit members and leaders who were interviewed.
The analysis of unit training management will therefore attempt to exploit to a
maximum degree the rst-hand lmowledge and perspectives of the people who are the
architects and recipients of that training.

The chapter is structured around the training management cycle described in FM 25-100,
and can be considered to be an analysis of unit pracces with respect to that guidance.
The chapter begins with an outline of the elements of the training management cycle.
Then, each phase of the cycle will be addressed separately. The discussion of each phasewill begin with an introduction summarizing the guidance 1.. FM 25-100 and, where
relevant, the findings from the previous phases that may influence performance in the
phase under discussion. The discussion is organized around ndings related to each
phase. The main section of the chapter concludes with a table that shows graphically '

how well each rotation implemented the u'aining management cycle. An endnote to the
chapter examines guidance about tasks and the content of training events presented in
selected ARTEP documents.

Data and Methods

The data presented in this chapter is derived from two primary sources: Interviews
conducted with senior leaders (brigade and battalion commanders and S35) and surveys
conducted with personnel before and after their rotation to NTC. The interviews
conducted prior to NTC asked the senior leaders to identify the most successful and
least successful elements of their training program. After NTC they were asked to state
what they had been able to do best and what they had not done so successfully, and
relate that to the training program they had implemented. In their responses to these
questions they revealed many things about the management of haining that are
presented in this chapter.

The surveys asked specific questions related to uaining management: the availability
of resources, the management of me, and the effecm of particular distracters. These
data are also presented in this chapter.
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The primary sources were supplemented with data obtained from group interviews in
whidm each individual could name strengths and weakness of the training program and
then all group members independently rated their agreement with each suggestion.
Information from schedules and other documentary sources was also used to complete
the evidence about the implementation of the training management cycle.

‘ The Training Management Cvcle

FM 25-100 desa'ibes a continuous
training management cycle that
begins with identification and
assessment of needs, proceeds
through planning and execution
phases, and feeds evaluation data
back into the assessment at the
beginning of the next cycle.
Figure 2-1 shows the phases of the
cycle arranged to show that the
process is continuous. The
following sections present ndings
concerning: Development of the
Mission Essential Task List
(METL) and Battle Focus; Initial
Assessment of Proficiency;
Planning of Training; Execution of

Evaluate

Wartime
I I.

.

t
METL
i

Assess Training Status

m/
Figure 2-1: FM 25-100 Training Management

Cycle. -

Training; and Evaluau'on of Home Station Training.

METL Development and Battle Focus

The third Prindple of Training‘ in FM 25-100, Use Appropriate Doctrine, indicates that
’common procedures and uniform operational methods’ are needed to permit rapid
adjustments during battle. In particular, . . new soldiers will have little time to learn
nonstandard procedures. Therefore, unis must u-ain . . . to Army standards contained
in mission Uaining plans (MTPs). . . (p. 1.4):

The MTPs contain a large number of tasks, and the Army recognizes that it is not
realistic to expect units to perform the entire set of tasks to standard. The purpose of
’battle focus’ is to identify a ’reduced number of vital-tasks that are essential to mission

1 The other Prindples of Training are discussed in Gtapta 3 of this report.

2 Page numbers are from FM 25-100.



accomplishment.’ These become the focus of the training program, and should betrained to Army standards. Battle focus ensures that units train as they will fight.(p. 1-7)

There are two steps to developing an appropriate battle focus. First, the unit (companiesare the lowest echelon to apply these rules) derives a Mission Essential Task List(METL). This is a selection of the most a'iu‘cal tasks from all the tasks that are neededto support the unit’s wartime mission. Second, the commander at the next echelonabove the unit chooses ’battle tasks’ from the unit’s METL. These are the tasks that willbe the particular focus of Uaining efforts and evaluations because the senior commanderjudges that their performance is a'itical to the performance of an item on his METL.
To ensure that training will be aimed at ’common procedures and uniform operationalmethods’, and performed to the Army standard contained in the ARTEP-MTP Trainingand Evaluation Outlines (T&EOs), the METL for a combat arms unit should consistprimarin of tasks drawn from the Army M’I'Ps. The ndings in this section areconcerned with the degree to which Lmits are able to achieve battle focus through theMETL development process. The findings, each of which is discussed below, are:

0 METLs are not composed of appropriate MTP tasks.

0 Battle tasks are rarely identied.

0 Company METLs are not always developed in accord with FM 25-100.

0 Concentration on NTC may distort battle focus.

0 METL is not the only path to battle focus.

METLs are not composed of appropriate M'I'P tasks. Tables in Appendix B show thecontent of Brigade and Battalion METLs for the rotah'ons examined. Unit METLs arecomposed of missions, operating systems and tasks —- not all of which are from MTPs.Including a mission or operau‘ng system in aMETL implies that all of the correspondingtasks are a'itical and does not provide the desired focus. The example METL for a taskforce in FM 25-101 (p. 2-5) contains seven tasks, of which six (86%) are from ARTEP 71-ZvMTP. Table 2-1 summarizes our ndings with respect to the content of the METLs.As will be the case for all tables and gures in this chapter, the rotaons’ data arepresented in the order of their performance atNTC, starting with Rotation D, the highestperforming rotation to Rotah‘on I, the onewith the lowest performance. The resuls showthat generally, only a small percmtage ofMETL taslc appear to be derived from M'IPs,even among higher performing units.
.



Table 2-1: Percentage of METL identified as tasks from ARTE? 71-2-M'I'P.

Rotation

Task Force D A I C E G I
Armor 43% 43% 57% 19% 41% 21%

I
25%

Mech. Inf. 33% 50% 57% 30% 33%‘* 21%“ 53%
" This was also an Armor task force

Battle tasks are rarely identied. FM 25-100 states that units are to focus their trainingefforts even further by naming specific battle tasks. "After review and approval-ofsubordinate organizaons’ METLs, the senior leader selects battle tasks. A battle taskis a . . . subordinate organization mission essenal task that is so ditical that itsaccomplishment will determine the success of the next higher organization’s missionessential task." (p. 2-7) Only one brigade (Rotation E) and one battalion (Rotation C:Mech. Inf.) identified battle tasks. These units did not have espedally high proportionsof MTP tasks on their METL, so there is no evidence that some units performed theentire sequence of battle focus steps better than others. The items identified as battletasks were, like the METLs, mixtures of missions, BOSS, MTI’ tasks and other tasks,
'

indicating that units executing this step did not achieve the degree of focus intended inFM 25-100.

Company METLs are not always developed in accord with FM 25-100. FM 25-100desaibes a mentoring process in which the senior leaders work with the junior leadersto develop the junior leader’s METL and identify battle tasks. Some senior commandersdictated the company commanda’s METL, rather than take the time to coach andexplain the senior leader’s warghng philosophy. Redudng the company commander’sparticipation in formulating the METL may result in his being less committed to thosetasks. This problem was best exemplied by Rotau'on I where one task force $3 said hehad written the company METLs. During the follow-up, he said he did not knowwhether they were sll in effect. Checking with the company commanders rex ealed thatone felt he no longer had a METL, another said he had one (that he had derived), buthe had not discussed it with anyone at higher echelons, and a third said he did not needa METL because the Quarterly Training Briefing had been canceled. (The fourthcommander was not available.)

Concentration on NTC ma distort battle focus. The METL and battle tasks are_' supposed to be derived from the units’ wartime missions, however, preparing to go toNTC sometimes distorted training focus. In Rotation A, the Mech Infant'y Commander
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stated that the Brigade had indicated that there would be no night operations at NTC.
So they had not been included in the training. After NTC he reported, "We had a
terrible time with (night movement at NTC). . . . We had not trained for it. . . . We had
been told that we would not have any night operations and we got them. So that really
was painful."

One task force commander from Rotation E said that his focus was set on Live Fire, not
Force-on-Force: "(a General Ofcer in my chain of command) has already told me I’ll v

be a toad if I don’t do well at live re. How I do at force—on-force is of no interest to
him."

In Rotation G, one of the two commanders had not antidpated that there would be a
rearward passage of lines operation. In reu'ospect he said he should have been working
hard to persuade everyone that those tasks needed to be practiced more.

In Rotaon I, the brigade commander put a lot of emphasis on training personnel in the
NTC Rules of Engagement, (even giving a written test). One task force in this rotation
prescribed what company commanders called an "NTC METL".

METL is not the only path to battle focus. Rotation D provided an example of focus on
specific tasks during the conduct of their company ARTEPs. Table 2-2 shows the tasks
that were the focus of these exercises. This company-level training shows clear evidence
of focus on ’common procedures and operational methods’ as dened in Army doctine.
However, this focus did not flow from having these tasks on the unit METL. '

The Armor task force commander from Rotation J reported analyzing the warfighting
missions and picking out ". . . the key elements there that we need to train." However,
there was no paper documentation that identied those tasks as clearly as the training
plan for Rotation D. The company-level METLs for this rotation did have very high
proportions of MTP tasks.

Summary of findings concerningMETL development and battle focus.

The METL development process is not applied as described in FM 25-100. METLs
include missions or BOSS as well as tasks. Having missions and BOSS on the METL
does not focus training efforts, leaving the unit in the position of trying to train too
many tasks. Some of the tasks on the METLs are not drawn from the MTP, so they do
not have the benefit of Army T&EOs to guide the training and evaluaon. This also
oonhibutes to a lack of focus, and leads to proliferation of non-standard procedures.
Units do not usually identify battle tasks. Subsequent sections of this chapter show that
the general failure to provide battle focus leads to problems with implementing the
remaining phases of the Training Management Cycle.



_
Table 2-2: Rotation D Company ARTEPs - task-focused naming.

Company-level tasks to be trained (number of repetitions)

. Employ indirect re (3)

. Support by fire (2)

. Defend against air attack (1)

. Assault an enemy position (2)
. React to obstacle (I)
. Breach force / clears wire path (1)
. Perform recon (3)
Emplace obstacles (2)

. Prep for chemical attack (2)
. Defend (2)
. Perform tacu'cal movement (1)

‘12. Perform actions on contact (1)

aaeomaao:

44
HH HO

’ Task identied in ARTEP 71-1-MTP (83% of tasks listed)

Rotation D was the most successful of those studied, and Rotation I was fairly
successful. The focus they applied to their training probably conu'ibuted to their success,
thus supporting the Army's emphasis on battle focus.



Initial Assessment of Proficiency

According to FM 25-100, the commander is supposed to compare "the organizau'on’s
current level of raining proficiency with the desired level of warfighng proficiency.This desired level is dened in M'I'Ps and . . . other doctrinal literature." (p. 3-1) . .
leaders must use all available evaluation data to develop an assessment of theorganization’s overall capability to accomplish each mission essential task." (p. 3-1,
emphasis added) This assessment is qudal to determining the training requirement,
dened in FM 25-100 as . . the training necessary to achieve and sustain desired levelsof training proficiency for each mission essential task." (p. 3-2, emphasis added) This
secon focuses on information that leaders can use to assess initial profidency andinformation that might be used to shape their u-aining plans. The findings to bepresented and discussed are:

0 Units had no current basis for initial proficiency assessments of brigades, task
forces or company-teams. '

-

0 NTC does provide information about weaknesses in training programs.

0 Some leaders characterized the NTC evaluau'ons as too ’negative’.

0 CAC-Tng/CALL Lessons Learned publications are generally well regarded.

Units had no current basis for initial profidencv assessments of brigades, task forces orcompany-teams. Approximately six months before NTC, none of the units studied hadbeen to the eld recently as an entire task force or brigade. While there may have beensome company-level training, little of it had been conducted in the field and none ofrit __was conducted in the pattern of moss-attachment to be used at NTC. Turnover hadchanged the composition of the units since their last large-scale exercises, and intendedcoss—attachments meant that the unis would be training in configurations that had nottrained together before with their current personnel. The effecs of turnover and the -

changes in cross-attachments also mean that the prior NTC evaluation of the brigade is.not relevant as an assessment of current prociency. '

Leaders used evaluaons of lower-echelon units to establish their training status andplan subsequent training based on this information. Rotation D best exemplified thispractice: The Armor task force commander stated, "I think (platoon ARTEPs were) veryo'ical to determine a baseline of where our platoons were." The Mech InfanUy $3stated, "The platoon ARTEPs . . . allowed us to identify key leadership matchups. . . .They set the battalion commander and command sergeant major up with a good ideaof where we were."



NTC does gravide information about weaknesses in training grog‘gams. If the NTCevaluation cannot realistically be used for profidency assessment, it can be used toidentify areas that were not well trained in past rotations so that improvements to homestation Uaining can be made, overall. From Rotaon D, one S3 commented that in thetake home package . . you get the absolutely most important lessons learned." . .
. you ip through (the THP and find) something“ that occurs continually through therotation, that’s valuable . .

" "The company commanders all looked at that."

From Rotan'on E, an S3 said they learned from prior rotations that they needed to workon maintenance of vehicles. Their solution was to take some of their own - believingthat the NTC stock did not include enough vehicles in good working order to supportthe six armor companies that went on this rotation.

Rotation E also learned from prior NTC experience that they needed to emphasize livefire They developed a modified live-fire battle run that helped them to improve theirperformance considerably.

Rotation G leaders reported that they emphasized live re and the use of asynchronization matrix in planning operations because of specic feedback from NTCduring Rotation A.

It was not always easy to learn from past rotations, however. It requires a concertedeffort to develop and share relevant information. One unit made an effort to capitalize
_on the experience of sister brigades retuming from a recent NTC rotation ~ probing theirleaders about what to be prepared for - with little success: After NTC the task forceCommander said that obstacles they had encountered were deeper and more complexthan they expected. He thought they were not adequately briefed by task forcesreturning from previous rotations. He also said he had asked an ofcer in the otherbrigade how they did orders in the time allowed at NTC, but ’he really couldn’t help usthere.’

The commander of one task force in Rotation E wanted to make a commitment to usingthe NTC evaluations, "I think we have to take our AARs and our Take Home Packageand really sort through it and have a commitment to use that stuff in our trainingstrategy. . . rather than just setting it aside, and saying, ’Okay now we have ROTCsupport and we have duty battalion stuff or AG .’" He planned to conduct briefingsfor the other brigade and, working with them, ". . . come to grips with some miningstrategies . . . to lick some of these problems."

Some leaders characterized the NTC evaluations as too ’nggave’. Some leaders said itis hard to separate what should be sustained from what was not attained. The Brigade$3 from Rotah‘on C said, "('I'l'te OCs’) verbal AAR’s are marginally worthwhile to me.'

. the problem that you get when you read the take home package is that you don’t
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know what the brigade or the battalion did well because they never put anything inthere that they did well."

The Commander of the second armor task force from Rotation E was more emphaticabout the negative aspects of NTC evaluation: He disparaged the AAR process as oneof deliberate degradation of the officers, and cited examples of battles his units ’won’where the OCs stated, "Well, nothing to learn from this" He went on to say, "So youdon’t know what you want to sustain, because all you ever hear is bad."

The 53 from the Mech Infantry task force of Rotan'on I described his home station AAR’sas being modeled after the NTC: "They were supposed to kind of grind your ass in theAAR‘just like they would . . . out in an AAR van in the middle of the desert." He wenton to say that this was very different from a true ARTEP process where one would learnthat spedc tasks were performed to standard or not. -

CAC-TngZCALL Lessons Learned publications are generallywell regarded. The LessonsLearned publications highlight performance defidencies that are judged to bewidespread based on the observations of subject matter experts (the 0C5) at the Cl‘Cs.Most leaders indicated that they read the Lessons Learned; one brigade S3 called them’golden material’. In practice, units check their Uaining programs to be sure that theyhave included gaining in the areas identified in the Lessons Learned as persistentweaknesses.

The Lessons Learned serve primarily to reemphasize docuine. They emphasize what to
'

train rather than how to train. None of the leaders we interviewed desa'ibed any majoror systematic changes in training that they could attribute to the Lessons Learned.
The CS for Rotau'on J described a systematic plan for using both the Lessons Learnedand the THPs in Officer Professional Development (OPD) sessions: "What I did (as an53) when I went to my rotation is about six months out we started with OPDs where wewould review the battles that we had before and talk about them and what we couldhave done different." "The Battalions use Lessons Learned extensively, again as aresource document for OPDs. . . ."
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Summag of findings concerning InitiaJ'Assessrnent of Proficiency:

Given that a different pair of battalions is drawn from the brigade for each rotation, andgiven the long time between rotations (relative to the rate of personnel turnover) leadersand units can not use previous NTC evaluations as input to the initial prociencyassessment of their unit. However, NTC evaluations of prior NTC rotau'ons do containinformah'on about the effects of the training program that the prior units underwent.NTC evaluations are used successfully in this way now, at a ’mac'o’ level ofperformance (e.g. live-re needs work; or one or another BOS needs attention), or at a’micro’ level (e.g. use a synchronization matrix). However, some commanders reportedthat the NTC evaluations are too ’negative’ making it hard to determine what tainingwas effective and what was not.

The NTC evaluations are not spedcally task oriented, so they cannot support the levelof detail called for in FM 25-100. If they were, and if battalions (or brigades, ordivisions) maintained a ’corporate history’ of their Uaining programs (i.e. how manytimes each mission essential task was repeated), it would be possible to revise thattraining program to reect the strengths and weaknesses revealed in theNTC evaluation.This would more closely approximate the guidance of FM 25-100.



Planning of Training

The purpose of planning is to . . (determine) the minimum frequency each mission
essential task will be performed during the upcoming planning period!“ Table 2-3
reproduces Figure 3-3 from FM 25-100, which desaibes the content of three types of
training plans.

Long-range plans set the stage by identifying METL and battle tasks and establishing
training objectives for each mission essential task. They establish schedules for facilities
and long-lead-time resources to ensure that appropriate opportunities to train will be
provided. They also facilitate coordination with other agencies to eliminate major
distracters. Short-range and near-term plans are supposed to ensure that units are free
of dish-acters and properly resourced to conduct the evens previously scheduled
through the long-range plans.

In addition to findings concerning long range planning and about timemanagement and
distacters (discussed later in this section), the project revealed one general finding
related to the overall process by which units develop their training plans. This was that
unit training plans are not based on how often tasks must be repeated.

Training plans are not based on how oiaen tasks must be repeated. Previous sections
have established that the units did not focus on tasks and did not have assessmens of
task performance at all echelons to use as the basis for planning. The units in the study

_developed long-range plans by laying out training events starng with lower echelons
and working up to higher echelons. These plans were timed to have externally
evaluated task force training exercises conducted shortly before the rotation to NTC.
The mission-level focus of their METLs led to the training events being planned around
specific missions. This type of planning, however, did not fadlitate monitoring how
frequently tasks were repeated. Units planned for repetitions of certain missions, but
many tasks appear in more than one mission, so the repetition of tasks can be veryuneven. The extract from the company-team h‘aining plans for Rotaon D, in Table 2-2,
shows that when tasks are the focus of the training and assessment, units can plan the
frequency of task repetitions.

Army guidance for planning training at the company-team level (ARTE? 71-1-MTP)
illustrates some of the problems with a mission-oriented approach to training. This
document suggests a total of seven FI'Xs (one for each mission) and 19 supporting STXs.
It is unlikely that a company would be able to devote the me required to performing
all of those exercises during the course of a six-month Haining period. Even if this were
possible, there would be_a wide variation in the frequency of training opportunities
across tasks: Ten tasks (including Perform Guard Operations, Delay, and Prepare for

3 FM 25-100, p. 32 (emphasis added)



Table 2-3: Content of three types of training plans.

Long-Range Training Plans

Dissmnate Mm and
battle tasks

Establish training
objective for each
mission essential ask

Schedule projected
major taining events

ldenb‘fy long lead time
resources and allocate
major resources such as
major training area
rotations

Coordinate long-range
calendars with all
supporu'ng agendes to
eliminate training
detractors

Publish long-range
guidance and planning
calendar

basis for
operating

Provide
command
budget input

Provide long-range
mining input to higher
headquarters

Short-Range Training Plans

Rene and expand upon
appropriate poru'ons of
long-range plan

Cross-reference each
training event with
specific training
objectives

Identify and allocate
short lead time resources
such as local mining
fadlio'es

Coordinate short-range
mlendar with all suppm't
agendes

Publish short-range
guidance and planning
almdar

Provide input to unit
Raining meeu'ngs

Near-Term Training Plans

Rene and expand
upon short-range plan
through conduct of
raining meeu'ngs

Determine best
sequencefor Raining

Provide specific
guidance for u-ainers

Allocate training
devices, simulators,
simulations, and
similar resources to
spedc u-ainers

Publish detailed
raining schedules

Provide basis for
e x e c u t i n g a n d
evaluating training



Chemical Attack) would never be baine'd, while ve tasks would be trained seven or
more mes, including Perform Tacu'cal Movement and Maintain Operation Securitywhich would each be Hained 11 mes.‘

Additional ndings about the planning process are presented in three segments:findings regarding long-range plans, findings about me management and distracters,and ndings about resource management. ’

‘ An mdnote to this chapter desaibes an analysis of ARTE manuals for combined arms ask forces,company-teams and armor and infancy platoons.
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Findings about long-range planning and time management:

The orderly development and execution of any long-range plan requires a stable (or at
least predictable) environment operating on a consistent and relatively stable set of
priories. Yet, as has long been observed (Funk, Johnson, Batzer, Campbell, Vandeceye
& Hiller 1980), the Army unit environment cannot be characterized by these factors. The
findings of the present project make clear that the challenge of planning systematic
training in the turbulent environment of the Army unit remains endemic. The particular
findings in

0 Long-range planning is not sufficiently comprehensive.

0 Unforeseen contingendes disrupt long-range plans.

0 Even if foreseen, some necessary activities may have a negative effect on
training. '

0 Long-range plans do not include opportunities for sustainment training
after NTC.

0 Time management is a problem.

0 Higher commands are somemes the source of serious distracters.

Long-range planning is not sufficientlv comprehensive. Following Rotation A, the
Brigade Commander indicated that the long term plan for his unit’s next rotation (called
Rotation G in this report) would be severely constrained by lack of funds because the
division was going to send its other brigade to NTC later in the same fiscal year (called
Rotation C in this report). Either the long-range planning process did not reveal that
the schedule of rotations to NTC would deplete the Division’s training dollars to the
point that this brigade would essentially be unable to train unl the new fiscal year
provided more dollars (about 3 months prior to Rotation G), or the long-range planning
process was unable to resolve the dilemma by reallocating resources.

The Brigade S3 for Rotation E indicated that they had to modify their training plans
because the long-range plan had their peak baining time coincide with the time ROTC
units would be using all the ranges and training areas.

Unforeseen contingencies disrupt long-range plans. In each of Rotations I and I one
battalion had to spend about one month supporting disaster relief efforts. This meant
that their training schedules either had to be compressed to fit more training into a
shorter time, or the nature of their training had to be altered. The brigade commander
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for Rotation I stated that he lost a "G'itical month of platoon naming (for Armor)." He
desa'ibes how he changed the initial brigade’s training plan: "The rst thing we did was
(to) put a lot more . . . emphasis at the platoon level." Because of the lack of maneuver
time, he . . designed a series of vignettes that are designed to test and train on the
basic skills that I think a platoon needs to have."

Requirements to test and field new equipment are not always easy to incorporate into
long-range plans. The reason Rotation E sent tWO Armor battalions was that the
schedule for new equipment training on the Bradley Fighting Vehicle for the infantry
battalion was changed abruptly.

The brigade S3 for Rotation G, said that because of a new equipment test requirement
the plans he had made for using simulations to sustain the brigade staff level of training
after the rotation are "out the window". '

Even if foreseen, some necessarv activities may have a negative effect on training. In
Rotation I, while the Armor Battalion went on disaster relief, theMech Infann'y Battalion
had new equipment training on the Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The brigade commander
commented (prior to NTC) that this left too little training time: . . we had about. . .
2-1 /2 months to teach the infantry to think at 35 miles an hour rather than 12. I don’t
know that I am there yet."

Long-range plans do not include plans for sustainment trainingafterNTC. The brigades
examined had three active battalions. This means that one of the battalions in each NTC
rotation will ’sit out’ the next rotation from that brigades Sustaining that battalion over
that span of time is difficult. Divisions tend to place the non-rotating battalion at the top
of the list to draw details. One task force commander, placed in this position reported
that after NTC, requirements on him to support training at places off-post nipled
compared to the plans he had seen prior to NTC: "I said (to the Brigade Commander),
’Sir, do you realize that I’m going to be gone for nearly six weeks out of about a ten
week period. . . physically away from the state?”

Another task force commander, stated that he would focus post-NTC efforts on
individual, crew and platoon training, supplemented with OPDs and NCOPDs in part
because that is where he felt effort was needed, but also because, "I don’t have the
resources to do anything else but that."

The S3 of one task force in Rotation G summarized the problem: . . when you come
back, you have your after action reports, what you supposedly did wrong, what you

5 Each of the three divisions examined had one addiu'onal romtion during either sal year 1989 or scal
year 1990 in which two of the batmlions in a brigade were on the sidelines while the third batmlion was
prepared to route with a National Guard unit.
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néed to correct. Yet you can’t concentate on it. You immediately go off into doing
other things to support the other brigade."

Time management is a problem. FM 25-100 says that divisions should adopt a green-
amber-red time management system (see Table 2-4), where green time is allocated to
collective tasks, amber time is allocated to small unit, aew and individual tasks, and red
time is primarily devoted to administran've and support requirements. All divisions
reported difficulties in implementing and managing this system.

The surveys conducted prior to NTC contained three questions particularly directed to
the management of time. Two of the questions concerned the amount of training time
spent actually Haining and the percentage of duty time applied to mission essential
training. These items were: '

0 When your (unit) gox to the field for tactical training, how much of the
total time available is spent actually training at the training site? (i.e.
instead of drawing equipment, traveling to the site or waiting to train)?

0 During the past three months, what percent of your normal duty
time was spent on mission essential training activities?

For each item, respondents checked one of 5 responses and project personnel entered a
corresponding numerical code into the database for analysis. The coding scheme was
as follows:

Code Response
5 90% to 100%

75% to 89%

50% to 74%

2.5% to 49%

Less than 25% of the time.

HNOJnh

The third question was about the accuracy of the training schedule:

0 During the last three months, what percent of scheduled training
took place as planned on the training schedule?



Table 2-4: Green-Amber-Red Time Management system (FM 25-100, Figure 34)

Green Period:

Training focus primarily on
collective tasks with individual
and leader tasks integrated
duringmultiechelon unit uaining.

Maximum soldier attendance at
prime time, mission essam'al
training.

~Coinddes with availability of
major resources, such as majm
training areas (MTAs), 10ml
training areas (LTAs), and key
training fadlities or devices.

Administrative and support
requirements that keep personnel
from pardpating in training
eliminated to the maximum
extent possible.

Leaves and passes limited to the
minimum essenal.

Amber Period:

Small unit, a'ew, and individual
training emphasized.

Provides time for soldier
attendance at education and
training courses.

Some suborganizah'ons may be
able to schedule collecve
training.

Scheduling of periodic
maintenance services.

Selected personnel diverted to
support requirements when all
available personnel in
organizations in the red period
are completely committed to
support requirements.

' Red Period:

Diverts the mirumum essential
number of personnel to perform
adminisuative and support
requirements.

Suborganizations take advantage
of all training opportunities to
conduct individual, leader, and
crew training.

Support missions/details
accomplished with unit integrity
to exerdse the chain of command
and provide individual training
opportunities for first line
Supervisors as time permits. Unit
asking can be used to reduce the
number of permanent spedal
duty personnel within
installah‘ons and communies.

Leaves and passes maximized.
What appropriate, block leave
may be scheduled.

.

Rouh'ne medial, denml and
administrative appointments
coordinated and scheduled with
insmllation support fadlih'es.



The responses for this item were slightly different to reect the idea that having less
than 40% of the planned n'aining take place as scheduled would indicate a very serious
problem:

Code Response

5 90% to 100%

75% to 89%

60% to 74%

40% to 59% '

Less than 40% of the time.

HNWA

The responses of platoon leaders, company commanders and battalion commanders and
535 to these questions were examined. Analysis of variance was used to determine if
there were signicant differences among the rotations. This analytic technique was also
used to identify whether the variation was among the three divisions (indicating that
there are persistent differences from division to division in managing time) or among
rotations within divisions (indicang that time management depended on the particular
brigade in control of each rotation).

The responses to the question concerning the amount of training time spent actually
training, are summarized in Figure 2-2. Again, these results are presented in the order
of NTC performance, with the results from the division with the high-performing
rotations (Rotaons D and I) presented first while the division with generally low-
performing rotations (Rotations E and I) presented last.

The variation between divisions in the responses of the platoon leaders was statistically
significant (p=.01). Otherwise, there were no statistically significant variations between
rotations or divisions. Each echelon of leaders rated the division sending Rotations E
and I (2 of the 3 lowest performing rotations) below its overall mean of this item.

Responses to the item concerning the accuracy of the training schedule, are summarized
in Figure 2-3. The variation among rotations in the responses of platoon leaders and
battalion commanders and S35 were statistically signicant (p=.04 in both cases). These
differences did not fall neatly into a pattern of between division or within division
variation. Rotah'ons A and C were particularly low compared to all of the others. The
question focused on the last three months of training, and leaders from both of these
rotations reported in interviews that the division revised their schedules frequently"during this period of their NTC preparation. Rotation G, which involved the same
brigade as rotation A, received high ratings on this item, even though the interviews
revealed that there were many activities overlapping one another. Apparently the
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Figure 2-2: Actual training time compared to time allocated to field
exercises, by rater position and division.

schedule, as complex as it was, was accurate during the last three months of the
preparation for NTC. Rotation I also received high ratings on this item. The schedule
for this rotation also seemed somewhat compressed. Apparently this did not lead to
frequent changes that were not recorded on the schedule.

The third item, concerning the proportion of duty time spent on mission essential
training, resulted in statistically significant differences among rotations for all three
groups of respondents (p=.04 for rotations within divisions for platoon leaders and for
battalion commanders and $35; p=.01 for rotation-to—rotation variation overall for
company commanders). There is little agreement among echelons as to which rotations
were high and which were low (see Figure 2-4). Rotation G was rated as above the
mean for each echelon, but there was no agreement on the other rotations. Rotation G
may have been so highly rated because the question focused on the last three months
of the preparation period, the period during which this brigade performed almost all of
its u-aining. '
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Figure 2-3: Accuracy of Uaining schedule, by rater position and rotation.

The surveys given to leaders prior to each rotation also contained questions about the
impact of various training distracters. These leaders were asked to rate the extent to
which each of the following three items related to scheduling and time management)
detracted from naming:

0 Post Support and Details (e.g. Guard, Police, ROTC 5: Reserves Support)
0 Late or ’Last Minute’ Taskings
0 Schedule Changed by Higher Command(s).

In responding to these items, each leader checked one of the following responses
representing how often each distractor impacted effectivemission essential training using
a scale that varied from "Almost Never" (assigned a code of 1) to "Almost Always"
(assigned a code of 5).

[Figure 2-5 shows the summary stastios for the item concerning post support and
details. The overall means indicate that these distracters occurred more often than
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Figure 2-4: Time devoted to mission essential training compared to total
duty time, by rater posion and rotation.

’sometimes’. The variaon among rotations was statistically signicant at each echelon
(p=.005 for the platoon leaders and company commanders, p=.04 for battalion
commanders and 53$). Even though the means for Rotations E and I were below the
overall mean for each echelon, the difference between divisions was not statistically
significant. These two brigades were both in ’red cycle’ during the month just prior to
NTC. The ratings for Rotation E are espedally low, and may reect the fact that they
were not able to train in the field for a long period between company/team exerdses
and task force exerdses because ROTC units were using the home station’s ranges and
training areas.

Figures 2-6 and 2-7 show that late or ’last minute’ taskings and schedule changes from
higher were more troublesome in the division sending Rotations E and I (among the
lowest performing rotations) than they were in the division sending Rotations D and]
(among the highest performing rotations). The overall means indicate that these two
distacters also occurred more oftm than ’sometimes’. Company commanders, in
particular, felt that late or last minute taskings and schedule changes by higher
commands happened ’often’. The variation among rotations reported by company
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Figure 2-5: Extent to which post support and details detracted from effective
mission essential training, by rater position and rotaon.

commanders did not reach conventional levels of statistical significance, indicating that
company commanders from all rotations held similar opinions of the impact of these
distracters.

Analysis of the rangs by battalion commanders and $35 indicates that they reported
statistically signicant differences from division to division on the items dealingwith last
minute taskings and changes by higher commands (p=.03). Platoon leaders tended to
agree with the other echelons in their ranking of the divisions, but division-to-division
variations in their ratings were not statistically significant. The variau‘on from rotation-
to-rotau‘on was statistically significant (p=.02), with platoon leaders particularly
identifying Rotation C as the lowest overall. Rotation C was rated below the overall
mean by the other two echelons also (but not by a large enough marg’n make rotation-
to-rotation variance statistically signicant).

.Figure 2-8 shows the mean responses for each rotation of battalion commanders and $35
’

on the two items concerning last minute taskings and changes byhigher commands.
Battalion commanders and S35 from the division that sent Rotations D and I reported
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Figure 2-6: Extent to which late or "last minute" taskings detracted from
training, by rater position and division.

less training detracon caused by lastminute taskings and changes in training schedules
than their peers at the other divisions. Battalion commanders from the division that sent
Rotations E and I reported the greatest amount of distractors.

The following extracts from the interviews exemplify the problems with scheduling and
distracters that were reported by the leaders in the various rotations.

The brigade S3 for Rotation C said that even with the other brigade on red cycle, "we
still end up with lots of taskings. They just keep putting those distracters in."

The brigade S3 for Rotation D said that when they began to lay out the schedule (about
8 months prior toNTC), they dedded to change from a "very condensed (30 day) intense
period" to spread training out over a longer period (about 2 1/2 months). They were
told that the division would ". . . adjust the support cycle to fadlitate your being green

I during these collective training periods." But, this verbal commiunent was not fulfilled.
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Figure 2-7 Extent to which schedule changes from higher commands
detacted from training, by rater position and division

Rotations E and I were obliged to be in red cycle just prior to NTC. Rotation E also had
to modify training plans because the original plan placed a green cycle during the time
ROTC units would be on post, using the ranges and training areas. The modication
allowed them full use of the facilities, but created a large gap between their Company-
level and task force-level FI‘Xs. (See NTC Preparation Model chart in Appendix A.)

Group interviews with company commanders, first sergeants, platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants in Rotation E all identied support details as a problem during their
training cycle. One of the task force commanders from this Rotation reported feeling so
constrained by lack of time and personnel turnover that he . . taught . . . Soviet tactics
on the assault. We’re not smart enough to do anything else, plus I suspect Soviet tactics
work better than some of the things we try to teach ourselves."

One task force commander in Rotation G said that providing support for another brigade
» (being their OCs), while a learning experience, takes . . time away from our own
soldiers, time away from our own equipment." His $3 also dted support for the other
brigade as a distracter. Leaders in Rotau‘on C made it clear how supporting another
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Figure 2-8 Task force commander and $3 responses to items about
dish'acters, by rotation.

brigade can interfere with multi—echelon training by taking the senior NCOs and ofcers
to evaluate the other brigade’s exerdses, while the junior NCOs conduct maintenance
training. The brigade commander for Rotation C said, "You have to have the more
senior guys there so that the junior NCOs get trained before they can be expected to
train their crews." One of the task force 53s from that rotation agreed, saying, . . when
all the leaders were away (evaluating the other brigade) we didn’t have the leadership
or expertise back with the soldiers in garrison to do quality individual training."

The Division G3 for Rotation I said thatNTC is used to prioritize everything: "We start
with a blank piece of paper and the NTC rotation goes on it first and all things revolve
around that. Who pulls post support and who gets to shoot on ranges . . . is based on
who goes to NTC." Despite this orientah'on around the NTC rotation, the brigade S3 for
Rotation I indicated that the ’NTC priority window’ was "only long enough to start at
the Company level, do Company team STXs, do an ARTEP and go." He felt that trying
to run platoon-level collecu've training during the brigade’s red cycle was too hard, "andIknow that the Platoon level training suffered." He said that the division does nothing
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to align post support cycles with training And foresaw the same problem with platoon
training for the next year.

Higher commands are sometimes the source of serious distracters. In one division a new
division commander and ADC decided that the long-range plans of the brigade
preparing for NTC needed to be modied only a few months ahead of the rotation. The
Mech Infantry commander says that incorporating their many ’good ideas’ resulted in
having to make four or five plans for each major training event. The division
commander extended the time in the field after the task force ARTEP Group interviews
at all levels indicated that this time was wasted because there was no plan for organized,
resourced training The Armor S3 said this acon' .totally destroyed whatever we
had left of our long range plan, and did nothing to prepare us." The Mech Infantry 53
said that he had to substitute XOs for company commanders in the ARTBASS exercise
he had planned for this time period. The brigade commander said that it helped build
cohesion at the brigade level, but caused a loss of opportunities to walk through NTC
battle scenarios on the ’planning boards’ in garrison.

The Brigade commander for Rotation C said, "It’s not necessarily non-training tasks that
are taking us away (from the basis we need to be training in). It’s too many good
ideas, too many training tasks. . . . We’ve got to pay attention to FM 25-100." One of
the S35 in Rotation E also stated that there were a lot of last minute, ’great . . . ideas’
from above that caused changes in schedules and disrupted training.

Administrative burdens made it difficult for brigades to participate in training, but some
brigades seemed to have solved this problem. The commander of one task force in
Rotation E said (prior to NTC) that he was not able to get time to have his staff train
with the Brigade staff. He thought that if division would pick up certain administrative
tasks, "Then the Brigade staff can do their battle staff drills, especially interaction with
my guys, much better." The division GB for Rotation I said that the division was
specifically directed to take care of certain administrative details, relieving the brigade
staff of some of that burden and allowing it to play in a tactical role. .

One of the task force S35 for Rotation] summed up the feeling that distracters create in
this way: "Although we’ve been trying to focus on NTC, there are . . . other taming
requirements, support requirements,mandatory u-aining . . . . It’s almost like you’ve got
to really fight to do the thing that you think is most important — and everyone above
you says is most important — but somehow it doesn’t translate down to being a
commitment."



Findings about resource managgment:

0 Resourdng varied from rotation to rotation.

0 Management can aeate problems even when resources are available.

Resourcing varied from rotation to rotation. The primary demand on resources is to
provide realistic training in the eld, and some of the effects of varying resources are
discussed under the Principle of Training, ’Train as You Fight’ in Chapter 3 of this
report. The variations seemed to be related mainly to whether or not the divisions had
resources available during the train-up.

Prior to each rotation at NTC, leaders were asked to rate the extent to which various
disUacters detracted from mission essential training. Four of the distracters were related
to the management of resources. These were:

0 Lack of equipment and materiel

0 Ammunition not available

0 Ranges not available

0 Training areas not available

Each leader checked one of the following responses representing how often each item
detracted from effech've mission essential training ranging from "Almost Always"
(assigned a code of 1) to "Always Never" (assigned a code of 5).

Figures 2-9 to 2-12 display summary statistics on the ratings of these distracters. The
variations reported in these tables indicate that some brigades were more favored than
others. The brigade in Rotau'on G, for example, is rated below the mean for each
echelon for each distracter except one: company commanders’ ratings of the effects of
training areas not being available. The brigade in Rotation D is rated above the mean
for each echelon on each distracter but one: Task force commander and $3 rau'ngs of the
effects of training areas not being available. The brigades in Rotations C, I and I tend
to be rated low, while the brigade in Rotation A tends to be rated high and the brigade
in Rotation E does not get consistent rangs.

Task force commanders ‘and $35 reported substantial detraction from training in
preparaon for Rotaon E due to lack of ranges and training areas. This is probably due

' to the long period when ROTC units were using their facilities. All echelons of Rotaon
'

G report lack of ammunion. Additional informaon on the lack of ammunition in
preparation for this rotation is presented in Chapter 3. It is interesting to note that
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Figure 2-9: Extent to which a lack of equipment detracted from training, byrater position and rotation.

Rotation A leaders reported relatively little impact on training due to lack of trainingareas and ranges, while leaders from Rotations C and G, from the same division (andless than one year between Rotations A and G), report more serious impacts. RotationsC and G were more inuenced by the division commander’s desire to move to a morecompressed preparation schedule, and may have reported that the compressed scheduledid not allow them the time they wanted on these fadlities.

The following extracts from the interviews expand on the results in the above tables andillustrate how some of these resource problems inuenced training.

Rotation D seems to have been verywell resourced. The Infantry task force commanderstated: "I have not restricted my guys. . . . We are trying to develop a good PrimaryLoad List (PLL) and the proper number of lines and types. Authorized Stockage List(ASL) probably hurts a little more. The division just does not have the ASLs to supportsome of what we have and that is a consdous decision because we don’t have any wayto haul it." One of the task force S35 described the rich environment aeated for thecompany-level AR’I'EPS: "It was a high overhead operation where each company went
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Figure 2-10: Extent to which lack of ammunition detracted from training, by
rate position and rotation

through a series of lanes and we had OPFOR acting like Soviets out there. We had all
the pyrotechnics in the world, and lots of OCs out there."

Although the results in the figures above indicate generally positive ratings of the
resources available in Rotation A, there was a particular problem with PLL (Presa'ibed
Load List) for tanks. The brigade commander said that usually there are 120 lines of
PLL, but division had restricted that to 4O (or fewer): "We had tanks deadlined for track
which is unheard of for mechanized units on maneuver." The Armor commander said
that during the task force ARTEP there were times when 20 of 58 systems were down.
Leaders at all echelons from this rotation gave the lowest overall ratings to another
question on the survey concerning availability of spare parts. (Leaders in Rotation D
gave high ratings, while the various echelons did not agree on this item in the other
rotations.) .

.By the results shown in the gures above, Rotation I was not as well resourced as
Rotation D. The interviews g‘ve a different impression. The brigade commander said,
"I will tell you that money was not a constraint. The guidance we received from the
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Figure 2-11: Extent to which unavailability of ranges deuacted from taming,
by rater posion and rotation.

division was training full up, and I’ll consider it a shortfall for the rest of the year. . . ."
The brigade $3 conrmed this: ". . . I feel we’ve gotten our fair share: we’ve had money
to train, we’ve had fuel, we’ve had land. . . ." Many of the group interviews, however,
indicated that there was a shortage of blank ammunition, especially Hoffman rounds.

Responses to group interviews at all levels conrmed that resources were lacking for the
training of Rotation C. The practice of ’hot-bedding’ vehicles‘ in live-re was criticized
by participants in the group interviews as a detriment to training (and maintenance).

While the tabulated data did not paint a clear picture of Rotation E, the interviews
describe the preparation period as lacking resources. Again lack of PLL is dted as
responsible for shortages of vehicles during training. One task force commander said,
"I was not satisfied . . . with our operational readiness rate. . . .It was just that we didn't
have the parts to fix the stuff when it got broken." He had "12 or 13 tanks down at

6 Only one vehicle is made available and must be used by all aews performing the exadse.
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Figure 2-12: Extent to which unavailability of training areas detracted from
training.

once" when he was on the range or in the field. The other task force commander also
cited PLL, but blamed the support personnel, as well: "What I think is totally broken
in this brigade is our support battalion." "I got ducks and vehicles that have been down
40 to 50 days because the support battalion breaks them...."

As noted earlier, Rotation G was very low on resources. One task force commander said
that they were limited to 250 miles per vehicle prior to NTC (the brigade commander
reported that they put 500 miles on each tank while at NTC). This mileage restriction
was accompanied by a shortage of spare parts. One task force commander said that the
lack of M1 service kits ". . . caused us to skip scheduled tank services, so during our
train-up we were also conducting M1 tank services." "A company commander would
have two platoons out on the eld doing platoon training or company training, while
one platoon was back in garrison doing a service." The group interviews at all levels
revealed an ’austere’ resource environment with shortages of ammunition, spare parts,

r and cannibalization of vehicles. Gunnery training was particularly shorted - Tank
Gunnery Tables V and VI were not performed. One of the task force commanders stated
that this made performing the advanced tables more difcult.
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Figure 2-13: Availability ofMILES equipment, by rater position and division.

It is not clear whether resources were lacking for Rotation I, or whether the scheduling
problems noted earlier aeated a situation where the brigade commander decided to use
a training strategy that was, coincidentally, lower—cost. This strategy focused almost
exclusively on platoons: ". . . we did hardly any company training. Battalion level
training was only four days. Irolled the dice on the platoons and that’s where I put all
my emphasis and we hope it pays off."

Speaking more broadly, one task force commander said, "I’m going to be in command
for two years. . . during that (time) I will have my task force together as a battalion at
the NTC for two weeks, (plus 6 days at home station), and that’s it. Three weeks out
of 104 that we can Uain as- a battalion. There's no way we can be prepared to go to war
in 15 days . . . on that kind of a schedule." -



Vignette 2-1: Extra support for Rotations D and I at NTC

Management can aeate problems even when resources are available. Rotations E and
I (from the same division) had difculties managing MILES equipment. Surveys
conducted prior to NTC included a question about availability of MILES equipment.
Leaders from this division gave ratings that were much lower than those of leaders at
other divisions, as shown in Table 2—13. The differences among divisions are statistically
significant at each echelon (p=.01 for platoon leaders and for company commanders;
p=.05 for battalion commanders and S35). Most ratings are between a scale value of four
(meaning "Adequate") and 5 ("Very Adequate"). The mean rating of the battalion
commanders and S35 from the division sending Rotations E and I between scale values
of 1 ("Very Inadequate") and 2 ("Inadequate"). The center of the scale was a value of 3
("Borderline").

’

The problem with MILES equipment that affected both rotations from this division is
described in Vignette 2-2. The effecs of this problem with MILES equipment on the
realism of training in this division is discussed in Chapter 3.

The other division that sent two armor task forces (with fewer armor platoons) did not
report problems with MILES. The remaining division indicated that outfitting two task
forces (mixed Armor and Mech Infantry) required all of its MILES equipment.



Vignette 2-2: Problems managing MILES equipment

Summary of findings about the planning of unit taming

In practice, planning of unit training does not serve the functions outlined in FM 25-100.
Long-range plans do not have the exibility to accommodate unforeseen contingencies.
Long-range plans do not provide for sustainment training after NTC. Some units had
difculty manag‘ng time and avoiding training distracters. Some units had difficulty
with providing the resources needed for training even when they were available on the
post.

However, it is difficult to identify systematic deficiendes in the planning process itself.
The units appeared to plan and to conduct briengs about their plans as recommended
in FM 25-100.’ The lack of battle focus desa'ibed earlier seems to result in units
conducting a series of events, but failing to capitalize on the opportunities for training
those events should provide. The scheduling of the events is not based on the learning
curve of the units, but on other factors (when facilities and resources can be made
available given other claims and constraints on their use). Data on last minute taskings
and changes to schedules imposed by higher commands indicate that the planning
process does not yet achieve the goal of fencing off personnel, resources and time to
allow training to Army standards to occur. To repeat a previous quotation: "It’s almost
like you’ve got to really fight to do the thing that you think is most important - and
everyone above you says is most important — but somehow it doesn’t translate down
to being a commitment."

7 The exception to this rule was Romm G, which data-red several quarterly u'aining briengs, on the
grounds that thee was no change in training smtus to report.
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Execution 'of Training

The study ndings about the h'aim'ng itself are presented in Chapter 3 as part of the
project’s findings on the Principles of Training. That chapter relates how well units
applied the Principles of Training to their training acvities, and shows that delity to
the Prindples is related to performance at NTC. The present section discusses the
management of the execution of training and focuses on the extent to which units were
able to tailor training to meet the needs of their subordinate echelons.

FM 25-100 describes a cycle of continuous monitoring and improvement: Information
about training needs should flow up from the lowest echelons (based upon results of
their training activities), where itwill inuence training plans at higher echelons. "Near-
term planning includes the conduct of training meetings to create a bottom-up flow of
information regarding specific Uaining proficiency needs of the small-unit and individual
soldier." (p. 3-18) Evaluation results in identification of weaknesses, and time should be
provided to retrain. "A major aspect of short-range Uaining event design 'is the
preplanned scheduling of time for additional u'aining prior to the end of the training to
ensure that all training tasks are performed to standard." (p. 3-14)

Previous findings have established that units have difficulty idenn‘fying spedc tasks as
the focus of efforts to develop proficiency. Thus, they will have difficulty making task-
based proficiency assessments. The next secon, about evaluau'on, looks at the standards
units use to assess profidency. The findings in this section concern whether units have
time to acquire and integrate information about prodency, and time to act on it
through retaining. There is one finding to be elaborated in this section:

0 Units have little opportunity to tailor Uaining to the needs of their subordinate
echelons.

Units have little opportunity to tailor training to suit the needs of their subordinate
echelons. Prior to NTC leaders in each rotation were asked whether their units were
given a chance to correct weaknesses noticed during training. They could respond by
chosing one of five' answers ranging from "Almost Always" (assigned a code of 5) to
"Almost Never" (assigned a code of 1).

The leaders completing the items were gouped into three echelons: Platoon leaders,
company commanders, and battalion commanders and S35. Figure 2-14 shows that there
was an overall tend for leaders at higher echelons to report having fewer opportunities
to correct weaknesses. The average rating of battalion commanders and $35 was
between ’seldom’ and ’someu'rnes’, while the average rating of platoon leaders was
between ’sometimes’ and ’often’. This progression is reasonable because the lower
echelon leaders can use participation in exercises at higher echelon levels to correct
weaknesses; leaders at the highest echelon have fewer opportunities to correct
weaknesses they perceive in the capabilities of their units.
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Figure 2-14: Rated opportunity to correct weaknesses observed during training, by
rater position and rotation.

There were statisu'cally significant differences among rotations as rated by platoon
leaders (p=.03) and by task force commanders and 535 (p=.02). The differences reported
by company commanders were not statistically significant. However, they did tend to
agree with leaders at the other echelons as to which rotations were above average and
which were below average.

The observed rotation differences in the responses to this item parallel (though it does
not perfectly replicate) the rotations’ differences in NTC performance. Rotations I and
Iwere below the overall mean in each echelon, while Rotation D was above the mean.

The following extacts from the interviews illustrate how leaders felt training was
inuenced by the opportunities (or lack thereof) to correct weaknesses.
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The Mech Infantry Commander of Rotation A said, . . there’s not enough time to
assimilate what you’ve learned and talk about it to x it before you launch into the next
one." His S3 said, . . in some cases we never even got the feedback from one event
before we started the next." Even the feedback that was given was not task oriented:

. . there was never really clear communicau'on as to what the problem was, other than
’logistics was screwed up’, or ’maintenance was down to 50% mission capable and
obviously you have a problem.” The Armor commander for this rotation said there was
no time to bain prior to each formal evaluation event and no time or resources to correct
mistakes between events. His 53 said, "There was not that period to digest lessons
learned, tum around, retrain, re—prepare for the next one and then go out and do it
again."

For Rotaon C, the division-developed Haining plan left little leeway for tailoring
training to the unit’s needs. Group interviews with platoon leaders and sergeants
indicated that they felt the needs of the platoons were not considered in planning the
training activities. Company commander group interviews tended to confirm this
deficiency.

One task force Commander from Rotation C described the linkage between having time
to trainnevaluate—retrain and being able to tailor the training program in this way:
"

. . . we were . . . never asked, ’What do you need to do in order to prepare for the
NTC?’ It was dictated to us by people who are not in the battalion. We were sort of
labelled like we are a generic battalion. I think that is probably good for the 80%
solution, but if I had my druthers what I would have done is had a training period
before we started the formal STX training to identify the problem areas that I needed to
concentrate on during the STXs. . . ."

The brigade commander from Rotation C associated the problem with lack of resources:
"They . . . didn’t have the time nor money to repeat exercises when they found
weaknesses." One task force commander reported, ". . . our guys never got to practice
. . Then when we screwed it up on a situational training exercise (STX), we really
don’t have the time to go back and do it again." Reecu'ng on the Brigade’s trainup after
returning from NTC, the Brigade commander said, "The tasks that need to be trained
need to be coming from the dew and the platoon level sergeants through the company
to the battalion instead of coming down from above saying this is what you must go
train and do. We’ve got to do that right."

At the end of Rotation A, it was clear that the division was going to devote its resources
to training its other brigade (for Rotau'on C) and there would be little field training for
the Rotation A brigade before their next NTC rotation (Rotation G). The training
schedule for Rotation G was very compressed because resources became available only

r three months prior to the rotation. The Brigade $3 describes the training as designed,
in part, by input from a General Ofcer high in the chain of command who said to try
gunnery and maneuver training simultaneously. "So we did that. We were doing (Tank
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Gunnery) Table VII, Table VIE, we moved into Platoon STXs, went back to Table XI,
Table XII, moved into Company STXs. Lost our Task Force STX due to some quirks in
the schedule, . . . (so we) combined company and task force STXs." Even with this
compressed schedule there was apparently time for retraining, based on the data in
Figure 2—14. However, the group interviews with platoon leaders and platoon sergeants
indicated that there was a lot of wasted field time, so there might have been some
opportuniu'es that were not used fully. The platoon leaders from Rotation G gave the
lowest average rating (3.57) of any echelon or rotation to the survey item on actual
training time compared to total field me (reported in Figure 2-2). This division had the
brigades spend long mes in the field at the end of the preparation period. All of this
time was not put to productive use. Some groups interviewed after NTC did feel that
it prepared them for being in the field for the length of time involved at NTC.

The task force commanders for Rotation E dted the lack of time to Uain outside the
formal evaluation setting. One said, "(a hinderance to training) is lack of time to go out
and give to a Company Commander some maneuver . . . area and me to just work
with his platoons by himself." The other said, "I went straight into the task force
evaluation without the opportunity to do anything, formations, or movement or any of
that jazz." He reported that the only time he had to plan activities on his own was
during the NTC Tactical Exercise Without Troops (TEWT).

The brigade commander for Rotation I described a training schedule that left little or no
time for retraining in deficient areas: "We did some imaginative training to do all the
things that we did in six weeks. My staff will tell you that they didn’t think it was
possible. There was one week we had company training, a river aossing exercise, the
end of gunnery. . . . I tore them every way but loose. My argument was that if you
guys can learn to handle multiple things simultaneously, the desert will be a piece of
cake. They said, ’Yeah, o.k. Colonel. So be it.’" This is another example of focusing on
presumed NTC conditions and standards, rather than on the unit's METL.

In contrast, the Division G3 for Rotation I described how the division consdously plans
time for remedial training: "There is a one or two week time period where the units can
turn around and go back out into eld and retrain those events they saw they were
weak on before they have to come in and load the train and deploy out. . . ."

The Armor task force commander for Rotation I described a plan to permit u-aining and
retraining before a formal evaluation: "We had . . . about two weeks . . . where each
platoon got to go through each lane in a learning mode. If they didn’t do it right, they
did it again. . . . So we spent two weeks of that, and then the last week, I brought in a
different set of OCs, (to act as) external evaluators. . . . And that was well received by
the platoon leaders. The company commanders thought itwas some of the best training
,the platoons had ever gotten. . . ." Group interviews conrmed that the time to correct

- weaknesses in the field was a positive aspect of this Uaining. The groups from the Mech
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Table 2-5: Schedule for Company-Team ARTEPs, Rotation D

Event
Prepare and deploy to training area.
Co/Tm training in training area.
Advance Guard and prepare for DIS.
Prep for DIS in AM; DIS in PM.
OBBD in AM; Target acquisition in PM.
Train in AM; Prep for DIS in PM.
DIS in AM; Train in PM.
Train in AM; Prep for DATK in PM.
DATK.
Train in area.
Redeploy to garrison/maintenance.

:Smooxlo‘mthv-tlg

DIS: Defend in Sector DATK: Deliberate Attack
OBBD: Obsmde Breaching Drill

Infantry task force were less positive, dting a lack of time for a complete Uaining,
evaluation and retraining cycle.

Rotation D, the rotation with the highest NTC performance, planned its training to
include time for retraining. Overall, respondents to goup and individual interviews
said that the pace of this training was good. Table 2-5 contains the schedule for the
Company ARTEPs for this rotation, showing that there was time programmed for
training prior to the formally evaluated exerdse, which was followed by time to retrain,
if needed. The brigade commander said that having Haining time in the middle of the
exercises was better than doing . .event after event, after event, after event." He said
he would have liked another training period like that, "Maybe not full up with OCs
everywhere, but more company/team training."

Summary of findings about execution of taming:

The units examined varied considerably in determining what u'aining the subordinate
elements needed, in providing time to nain prior to formal evaluation, and in providing
time to retrain to address wealmesses. Some units did all of these things better than
others. The difference seems to be that some units planned for these activities while
others did not. When the activities were planned, they were also resourced. The other
units relied on ’hip-pocket’ strategies that were not deliberately scheduled or resourced.
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Evaluation of Home Station Training

The Army describes standards for the performance of tasks in its AR'I'EP-MTP Training
and Evaluation Outlines (T&EOs). It is important to use these standards to ensure that,
throughout the Army, collective training addresses the ’cornrnon procedures and
uniform operational methods’ found in Army doctrine. Previous sections of this report
show that home station training is oriented to missions and BOSS, rather than to tasks.
This makes evaluation of home station training difcult because there is little guidance
about the standards to apply to missions or BOSS. The findings in this section are
concerned with the extent to which units applied standards that were consistent with the
standards applied at NTC. Four ndings will be discussed:

0 Standards vary from division to division and over time.
0 Leaders do not find it easy to establish or enforce ’training gates’.
0 Leaders report NTC standards differ from home station standards.
0 Home stations do not permit replicau‘on of NTC conditions, frustating efforts

to apply Army standards.

Standards varv from division to division and over time. One task force commander
from Rotation E said, "We got a new commanding general, we got a new ADC-M, so I’m
not really sure what they judge as a success." "If . . . we do learn from our mistakes and
come back at a much higher level of training (after NTC), then that’s one measure of
doing well." The other task force commander from this rotation also considered
improvement to be the standard: ". . . I want to get a little better each day. If we did
two stupid things on Monday, I’d like to do at least two different stupid things on
Tuesday, or one fewer stupid thing on Tuesday. . . Post-NTC both the Commander
and 53 of one of the task forces agreed that training would be improved by setting
standards and enfordng them.

The Armor commander for Rotation A offered four alternative denitions of success at
NTC:

0 BLUFOR kills more systems than OPFOR.
0 Task force accomplished mission assigted by Brigade.
0 Performed MTP tasks to standard.
0 Learned from mistakes —- didn’t repeat them.
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His $3 apparently felt that there was no way to perform to standard on defense at NTC,
saying that mission was a ’no—win situation’ for the BLUFOR. The $3 for the Mech
Infantry in this rotaon said, "Winning to me would be one mission where . . . we
complete the mission and we still have adequate combat power to continue." He
desa'ibes changing the standards he set over time to match a crawl-walk-run sequence
with a goal of being able to succeed at NTC.

The S3 of one task force from Rotation C illustrated the problem of changing standards: '

"We would show up and we would execute the Uaining and sometimes we would get
the word of . . . exactly what the rules of the game or the standards were the day of
execution. . . . That kind of hindered us."

The brigade commander for Rotation I apparently confused knowledge of the standards
with performance to standard: "

. . . one of the lessons that came out'of the last drill out
in the desert was that you start the day with the standards you are going to have for
that day . . . you have a very vigorous stand-to —— something our Army has forgotten -
which means everything is loaded, soldiers are ready to go to war, then that sem the
tone for the whole day and it sets the standard. Therefore, precombat inspections make
certain that everybody’s got the standard and we whip up on them big time, Ijust turn
him (CSM) loose. He has a great time. Then we give them a written test on rules of
engagement so that they know the rules."

Leaders do not nd it easv to establish and enforce ’training gates’. The lack of clear
standards noted above is espedally true for force-on-force engagements. Consequently,’
units do not have fixed standards of performance that must be attained before the unit
moves to the next (more complex) training event.

Units appear to pay more attention to the standards that accompany various live-fire
exercises (such as the various ’tables’). Rotation A, for example, re-fired 23 Bradley and
24 M1 cews (across two task forces) because turbulence meant that those vehicles were
not manned by qualied crews. However, the $3 for the Mech Infantry on that rotation
stated thatm of the Bradley aews qualified on Table )GI, but that did not prevent
them from participang in the CALFEX, or going to NTC.

The brigade commander from Rotation D gave an example of setu'ng a ’training gate’.
He required the battalions to train their personnel in the use of theMILES system before
they started the Company-Team ARTEP (described earlier). This was a modification of
a previous training program in which there was a separate MILES Gunnery exerdse
within the ARTEP. This commander thought that this was redundant, because all of the
other exercises incorporated MILES.

Leaders remit NTC standards differ from Home Station standards. The Army has
established standards for task performance in the ARTEP-MTPs. However, the units do
not use these to guide training, or as a tool for evaluating performance at home station.
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Unfortunately, NTC does not explicitly use these standards in the Take Home Package
or AAR materials that are sent to the home station after a rotation. This makes it
difficult to assess the comparability of the standards.

The Armor task force commander from Rotation A said, ". . . engineers started getting
taken out by arn'llery (at NTC) faster than we had ever trained for (at Home Station)."
After his second experience at NTC, in Rotau'on G, he said the OPFOR was even more
successful, . . if we were attacking, and before we got into their direct fire killsacks,
we might lose one vehicle to artillery or air (Rotation A). Where for (Rotation G) out
of a task force, 12 vehicles would not be unusual to lose." The brigade commander from
Rotation G also said that the artillery was overwhelming, ". . . I think there’s a teaching
point like everything else at the NTC . . . but it’s to the exh'eme. . . ."

One task force commander from Rotation E said that the two force-on-force OC teams
at NTC use different standards for reconstituh'on: "The Cobra 0C team (armor task
forces) believes in unit reconstitution because you get soldiers back to train. Scorpion
0C group (Mech Infantry) says, ’You are going to do individual reconstitution. If the
wounded aren’t handled properly they will die . . . and you will lose them for the next
battle!" '

The commander of one task force from Rotation E said that the missions atNTC are not
good representau'ons of what the units would actually be asked to do in combat. He felt
they were too taxing and that the rules of engagement were not realistic. In particular:
they do not permit BLUFOR to recon as well as they could under real drcumstances; the
poor state of the vehicles at NTC does not permit maintenance units to attain acceptable
readiness rates; and casualty exchange ratios (a measure of perfOrmance) are pointless
because the NTC OPFOR continues to ght long after they would have retired from real
battles.

The brigade 53 for Rotation E learned a lesson about nuclear, biological and chemical
warfare (NBC): "At (home stah‘on) you can kind of blow NBC off or do minimal. Out
there (NTC) it’s much more critical." "NBC officers need to be much more aggressive
about selling their product, about standing up and saying, ’I need to be involved in the
planning process!"

Rotation G had a parcular problem with the padng of the exerdses atNTC. The group
interviews revealed that they had not Uained for NTC’s fast pace and high degree of
shess. The one task force commander who had also partidpated in Rotation A thought
that they had trained to the pace and su'ess NTC had used in Rotation A, and that the
standard had been changed. This was particularly disappointing to him because he had
incorporated training in the use of a synchronizationmah'ix at the suggestion of theNTC

, OCs, and he felt that his orders process took longer than before as a consequence of this
I addin'onal requirement.



The Mech Infantry commander from Rofan'on A did not agree with everything the OCs
said about his unit, and he dismissed some of it on the grounds that, 'Tactics are
different for everybody . . .everybody has a different way of ghting a battle." He also
found that the NTC has "some great literature on how to organize a defense." But it was
different from "the way we normally run our business" and they were not able to absorb
and apply it during the rotation. The implication is that NTC is teaching something
different from the doctrine practiced at the home stations. This impression seems to be
conrmed by one of the task force commanders from Rotation G who stated that he had -

set up a defense in the way he had been trained, but the 0C5 had criticized this
formation.

Home‘ stations do not permit replication of NTC condions, frustrating efforts to apply
Army standards. Often, when leaders report that NTC standards differ from home
station standards, they mean the conditions of performance rather than the standards.
NTC conditions are regarded as more demanding than those at home staon. NTC may
be the only maneuver area in which it is possible to realistically portray certain
conditions - an entire BLUFOR brigade in conflict with an OPFOR regiment, with all
the assodated artillery and air, etc. In Chapter 3, under the Principle ’Train as you
fight’, information is presented that indicates that the three home stations involved did
not support fully realistic exercises. Whether because the facilities are too small, or
because there were insuffident resources to allow for realistic battle play, leaders of
BLUFOR units simply may not have the experience to judge whether these conditions
are realistic or excessive. To the extent that NTC represents realistic conditions, the
inability to replicate those condions means that units can not accurately evaluate '

themselves with respect to Army standards.

Summary of findings about home station evaluab'on of training:

Home stations do not consistently use the standards set forth in ARTEP-MTP T&EOs.
The NTC does not reinforce the importance of task-based standards because it uses a
BOS and Mission-oriented format for reporting performance evaluations. Home stations
do not fully support baining of larger units in doctrinal formations. This means that
home station commanders can not accurately evaluate themselves with respect to Army
standards because they are unable to replicate the applicable conditions. Some leaders
feel that the NTC conditions are more rigorous than those spedfied in Army doctrine,
or likely to be required in actual combat, but they may not have enough experience to
judge this well.
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Summary of Findings for the Training Management Cycle

Figure 2-15 summarizes in graphical form the degree to which the seven rotations
applied the training management cycle described in FM 25-100. Each rotation was rated
as to whether it exhibited low, moderate or high application of the Army’s guidance for
each phase. The following guidelines were used to perform the rah'ng for each phase:

METL Development

Low application: MTP tasks make up less than 30% of METL
Moderate application: M'I'P tasks make up from 31% to 70% ofWTL
High application: MTP tasks make up 71% or more of METL

Planning Training:

Survey responses concerning schedules, distracters and resources were converted
into high, medium and low ran’ngs and then combined to produce the ratings
shown.

Execution of Training:

Survey responses concerning opportunities to correct weaknesses, and practidng
basics before advanced skills were converted into high, medium and low rangs.
These were combined with ratings of execution provided by two subject matter

'

experts (retired Army Colonels with combat and Uaining experience) to produce
the ratings shown. Using documentary evidence as well as group and individual
interviews, the subject matter expem rated the effects of training management
practices on combined arms training, the realism of training and the pace of
training. '

Evaluation:

The subject matter experts evaluated documentary evidence as well as group and
individual interviews, looking at assessment in geneal. They considered six
aspects of assessment, phrased as questions:

0 Was an evaluation plan developed?
0 Were the adjustmens made to ongoing training based on revised

commander’s assessments?
0 Were'OCs experienced and trained?
0 Was evaluation based on clearly defined Army standards (e.g.

AMTP T&E,OS)?
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Figure 2-15 Implementation of the training management cycle by the rotations
studied in the Determinants project.

0 Did the unis use the NTC Take Home Package?
0 Did the units use the CALL Lessons Learned?

The answers were combined to produce the ratings shown in the Figure 2-15.‘

The pattern in the table indicates that applicah'on of FM 25-100 guidance concerning the
training management cycle is related to eventual performance at the N'I‘C. While the
relationship is clear, it is however, not a direct, one-for-one relationship. Tha'e are
clearly many weak points in the applicah'on of the guidance.

‘ The combining rule was: I! the number of pos've answers exmeds the numba d negah've answers
by two (2), score the roah'on as 'high appliau'on’; if the numba' of negave answas exceeds me numba of
positive answers by two (2). score the romion as 'low appliation’; othawise some the tendon as ’moderate
applian'on’.
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Endnote to Gupta: 2

EXAMINATION OF ARMY TRAINING GUIDANCE IN ARTEPs

This endnote examines the training guidance given in the ARTE? documents for
Battalion Task Forces, Company/Teams and Platoons in armor and mechanized infantry
divisions. The analysis in this endnote focuses on ARTEP guidance about aeating and
repeating exerdses (S'I'Xs and FI'Xs) to attain the Army performance standard and
sustain performance at that level. This guidance about creating exerdses varies
considerably from one ARTEP to another, and the ARTEPs provide only indirect
guidance about how frequently to train on spedc tasks. Training Circular 25-1,
Training Land, (September 1991), used as a source for how frequently FI'Xs should be
performed to sustain performance to Army standards, is also considered in this analysis.



-

ARTEP 71-2-MTP: The Tank and Mechanized Infang Battalion Task Force

This document does not list FI'Xs and STXs. Chapter 3 of this AREcontainsOperations Outlines that are provided to guide the development of training exerdses.Chapter 2 contains a man-ix that aosswalks MTP tasks to the operations. Theinformation in these two sources is consistent.’ Both chapters indicate that all the tasksin Battlefield Operating Systems (BOSS) other than maneuver should be performed inconnecon with every operaon. Thus, all Fl'Xs or S'I'Xs for Battalion Task Forcesshould include these tasks? The only difference between operations is in the maneuvertasks to be performed.

SevenManeuver tasks are also common to all operaons:
0 Perform Passage of Lines
0 Move Tactically
0 Attack/Counterattack by Fire

Defend

Reorganize

Consolidate

Maintain Operaons Security

Note that the last three are listed under different BOSS in the Company/Team ARTEP.Maintain Operations Security is an Intelligence task in the Company/Team ARTEP,while Reorganize and Consolidate are CSS tasks.

The Operau'ons Outlines in ARTEP 71-2-MTP show the Maneuver tasks in youps. Theintended use of these groupings (see Table 2-6) is not clear. There is one groupingunderMovement To Contact (covering 17 of the 28Maneuver tasks). There is a differentgrouping under Reconnaissance and Security (covering 16 of the 28 tasks). Twelve tasks
operations. The Outlines for Offensive Operations,grade Operau'ons divide the Maneuver tasks into threegroups of different size (the biggest has 13 tasks, while the smallest has 2 tasks). lt is

2 The Opaations Outline fq Reconnaissance and Security Missions shows ’Pa-fmm Relief in Place’ as ahalt, while the Uaining mauix does not.

- 3 Unless one aka seriously the guidance of FM 25-101 about 'redundant’ tasls. “this FM sates that askscommon to all missions should not be named as 'battle hsls’, meaning that they would not receive miningmphasis.
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not clear that these groupings can be used to develop STXs. Six of the eleven groupings
have 10 or more Maneuver tasks - probably too many to include in a single S'I'X.

Altogether, AR'I'EP 71-2-MTP does not provide adequate guidance about developing
S‘I'Xs to support Fl'Xs dealing with the operau'ons a task force is expected to conduct.
Furthermore, it does not give any guidance about the numba' of repetions of the
exerdses required to sustain prodency. TC 25-1, Training Land, indicates that a task
force should perform four iterations of each operation yearly (except reconnaissance and
security, which is not included in TC 25-1 at the task force level) to sustain prodency.
Since (other than Combined Arms Maneuver Battalions) combined arms task forces only
exist for about six months at a time, this requirement is difficult to meet.



ARTEP 71-1-MTP: The Tank andMechanized Infang Company and Comgang Team

Table 2-7 represents the relationships between the Army’s proposed FI'Xs,,_STXs and
MTP tasks for the Company/Team level of organization. The matrix at the top of each
page shows the relationship between Fl'Xs (one is designed for each mission that 'a
Company/Team might perform) and STXs. The STXs also have the following names
which are used as designators in Table 2-7:

_

Tactical Road March
Conduct a Passage of Lines

_
Movement to Contact
Assault an Enemy Objective
Conduct Reorganizah'on Activiu'es
Occupy an Assembly Area
Assault an Enemy Position
Establish an ORP
Conduct a Raid
Withdraw
Conduct an Ambush
Withdraw Under Enemy Pressure
Conduct Reconnaissance
Conduct Sceen and Guard Operah'ons
Conduct a Relief in Place
Defend/Delay
Conduct Resupply
Breakout“ S: Cross a Radiologically Contaminated Area

I

apagzgrawaaomwpowe

' STX P is called 'Dcfznd’ under FI'X 6 (Ddend), and 'Dew under I-TX 7 (Retrograde). The
task are the same, but listed in a dierent order. They are shown with one name in Uu's
prsentation.

" STX S is not listed in ARTE? 71-1-MTP. The STX mud 'Cros a Radiologimlly
Contaminated Ara" is incorrxtly labeled as STX B. The label 'STX 5' avoids the confusion of
having two STXs with the sane label. '

The position of the capital letters in the mau'ix indicates which STXs support each FIX.
. Thus, S'I'xs ’F’ and ’G’ both support FI'XZ (Attack). STXs A, B, E, H and P support two
or three Fl'Xs, The other S'I'Xs support only one FI'X each.
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The columns below the FI'X-by-STX matrix show which MTP tasks are related to each
STX. Lower-case letters corresponding to the upper-case label of the STX are used to
link tasks to related S'I'Xs. If a Company/Team performed each STX once during
training, Support by Fire would be trained seven rnes, while Assault an Enemy Position
(Mounted) would be performed once. Therefore, by reading down any column in the
table, it is possible to see the involvement of each STX with FI'Xs and M'I'P tasks. For

. example, the first column in Table 2-7 shows that STX "A" (Tactical Road March)
supports FIX] (Movement to Contact), FI'X4 (Ambush), and FI'X6 (Defend), and is
assodated with the following MTP tasks:

0 Perform Taccal Road Movement
‘0 Perform Tactical Road March
0 Maintain Operational Security

Some idea of the relave importance of the MTP tasls can be ascertained by making a
few assumptions about the training program that would make use of this STX and FI‘X
structure. Suppose that to reduce costs and eliminate redundant training, each STX is
conducted once by a company/team and each FI'X is also conducted once by a
company/ team. The performance of the FI'X will involve one performance of eachMTP
task in each of its subordinate STXs.

Under these circumstances, how many times will each MTP task be tained?

The following tasks would receive no baining opportunities:
0 MANEUVER

- Assist a Passage of Lines
- Perform Assault Position Acvih'es
- Perform Attack Position Activies
- Perform Raid (Mounted/Dismounted)
- Perform Air Assault
- Perform Guard Operaons
- Delay

0 FEE SUPPORT
- Employ Indirect Fire (Ddense)

0 M/C/S
- '

Prepare for a Chemical Attack
0 CSS

- Reorganize on the Objech've
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No tasks would receive a single taming opportunity:

The following tasks would receive 2 training opportunities:
0 MANEUVER

Assault Enemy Posion (Mounted)
Perform Ambush
Perform Hasty River/Gap Crossing
Perform Saeen Operations
Cross a Radiologically Contaminated Area
Link Up
Breakout from Endrclement
InfilUate/Exfilate

' Withdraw Not Under Enemy Pressure

M/C/S
Prepare for a Nuclear Attack
Respond to Initial Effecs-Nuclear Attack
Respond to Residual Effecs-Nuclear Attack
Perform Hasty Decontamination

AR DEFENSE
Defend Against Air Attack (Active)
Defend Against Air Attack (Passive)

The following tasks would receive 3 training opportunies:
o MANEUVER

CSS

Occupy Objective Rally Point
Defend

Perform Tailgate Resupply

The following tasks would receive 4 h'aining opportunities:

MANEUVER
Occupy Assembly Area
Perform Local Radiological Reconnaissance
Perform Actions on Contact
Assault an Enemy Posiu'on (Dismounted) '

Perform an Attack by Fire
Perform a Relief in Place

M/C/S
Breach an Obstacle



CSS -

- Perform Logiscal Planning

The following tasks would receive 5 training opportunities:
0 MANEUVER

- Perform Local Chemical Reconnaissance
- Withdraw Under Enemy Pressure

FRE SUPPORT
- Employ Indirect Fire (Offense)

M/C/S
- ‘

Emplace an Obstacle
- Coordinate for Detailed Equipment Decontamination

Perform Service Stau'on Resupply
Consolidate on the Objective
Integrate Replacements
Provide Medical Evacuau'on/ Treatnent of Casualties
Provide Maintenance Support
Process Enemy Prisoners of War

The following tasks would receive 6 training opportunities:
0 MANEUVER

- Perform Tactical Road March
- Cross a Chemically/Biologically Contaminated Area
COMMAND AND CONTROL
- Prepare for Combat

The following tasks would receive 7 or more training opportunities:
0 MAN'EUVER

- Perform Tach'cal Movement (ll Uaining opportunities)
- Perform Reconnaissance (7)
- Perform Passage of Lines (8)
- Support by Fire (l3)
WLUGWCE
- Maintain Operau'on Security (11)

How much time would be required to provide the baining under the regimen desa'ibed
' above? There are l9 S'I'Xs and 7 Fl'Xs. To do one of these each week would require 26
weeks — half a year. ls it even plausible to expect, under OPTEWO constraints, area
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